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POLITICAL CRISIS

APOLLOS
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Freight Trains Tied Up Over Intoxication Will Be Deemed Body of Young Woman Ed. Graney of San Francisco Widened Jaw, Shortened In House of Lords Votes Down
Seems
BOTH

SIDES
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Found in Bath Tub of
Vacant House

Sufficient Cause for
Removal

Entire Northwest It
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GUARD

Ml till
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Makes Successful Kick
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Government Budget by
350 to 75

j

MJUIY GREAT EXCITEMENT IN L
;

Railroad Officials, Train Dis- Important Circular by Super- Gruesome Finds in the House of Bidders Prepared to Offer Purse Boston Surgeons Say All Can Be Commons Will Rebuke Peers in
of Sixty Thousand
Formal Resolution Drafted
intendent of Public EduHandsome if They Face
Mystery' at Flatbush
patchers and Train Crews
Dollars.
cation Clark.
Do Switching.
by Cabinet.
by Police
Operations.
the
The painful task of reducing
mounted police force of the Territory
which fell to Governor Curry has
been completed, it being understood,
that the men let out were competent
and faithful and leave the force orfly
because the law demands it. For such
men as Apolonio A. Sena of Las Ve
gas, the first vacancy on the force
will be reserved.
It. was also made
plain to the men who remain on the
force that intoxication will be su'-cien- t
cause for immediate dismissal.
The force as now constituted consists of Captain Fred Fornoff, Sergeant J. W. Collier who had been
lieutenant of the old force, the new-lanet providing for a lieutenancy;
W. E. Dudley of Alaniogordo; Rafael
Gomez, J. W. Beal of Deming, and .1.
B. Rusk of Chama. Of the new force,
Captain Fred Fornoff and three men
will be stationed at Santa Fe aild two
including J. W. Beal will be stationed at Deming on account of trouble
with cattle rustlers on the Mexican
border. Under the new law, the men
B.
will be allowed mileage.
Page
Otero will have charge of the books
of the force for the present and Fred
Higgins at Roswell will be permitted
in
work
to
complete certain
at present.
which he is engaged
There are other changes which will
likely occur beforfc many months.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Curry
today appointed
the following notaries public: John
Hesch, Palma, Torrance county; Bernardo Cordova, La Joya, Socorro
county: Douglas C. Crowell, Silver
City, Grant county; E. H. Robinson
Clovis, Curry county; Juan R. Ortiz,
Parkview, Rio Arriba county; AlberRio Arriba
to Amador, Vallecitos,
county; Jose Maria Garcia, Santa Fe.
Time Extension Granted.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan today granted James I. Cowan of Colorado Springs, Colo., of the
Maxwell Irrigated Land Company,
two months extension of time in
which to begin construction of its
proposed irrigation works on the Canadian or Red River in Colfax coun- seme difficulty being encountered
ty,
blast furnaces and other industries
in securing rights of way. The perwill contribute to the unemployed.
mit calls for an appropriation of 125
second feet for the reclamation of
25,000 acres at the cost of $40,000.
GAMBLER
National Guard Orders.
Office of the Adjutant General, Santa
Fe, N. M., Nov. 30, 1909.
General Orders No. 19.
1.
Hereafter officers of the National Guard of this Territory will not
contract debts which .are to be paid
Oklahoma Town Scene of from territorial funds Ajrcept in cases

St. Paul, Dec. 1. Both sides in the
controversy between the railroads of
the northwest and the Switchmen's
"Union of North America, which result-'- d
hi the walkout of switchmen between here and the Pacific Coast last
night, claimed this morning to have
the situation well In hand. Passenger traffic was maintained to a certain degree on all roads, but very
Jittle freight is moving anywhere between the Great Lakes and the Pacific Coast. No attempt has yet been
made to bring in strike breakers. In
the twin cities yards, railroad officials, train dispatchers and members
of train crews did the switching! The
freight handlers at the Minnesota
transfer freight gateway of the northwest, following instructions did not
.report for work this morning. In
many places, freight trains were sidetracked at Misoula, Great Falls, Livingston, Montana, and at Grand
Forks. Fargo, Mandan and Jameston,
North Dakota, and agents refused to
accept freight fcr shipment. It is
reported this morning that members
of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen would strike today, but this
could not be confirmed.
Far Reaching Effect.
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 1. It is said
today that the moral and financial sup-piof the National Railway Assoica-tio- n
is being given .the railroads In
this effort to overcome union rule. An
effect of
indication of the
the strike, should it be protracted, is
shown in a dispatch from Butte, Mont.,
where immense copper mines are located, that the inability to ship coke to
the smelters will bring idleness to ten
thousand men in a 'short time.
'
Many Will Be Idle at Duluth.
Duluth, Minn., Dec. 1. Only two
switch engines are working today at
the head of the lakes. If the situation
resulting from the switchmen's strike
is not quickly remedied, ten thousand
men will he out of work here within
forty-eighours.
The railroads,
mines, coal docks, ore docks, elevators,

J

New York,

CAUSES

FA1JJATTLE

where they have written authority
from this office. Officers contracting
debts in violation of this order will
be expected to pay same.
2.
Heat, light and water bills of
DEAD armories, whn same are being used
by the Nationaf Guard for regular
drills and inspections, are properly
Parti" payable from territorial funds. When
armories are rented the above bills

Bloody and Murderous

Street Fight
AGGRESSOR

DROPPED

Innocent Bystander and a
cipant Are Fatally
Wounded.

should be paid by armory boards from

proceeds of rent.

Companies which are not now
provided with armories or suitable
rented halls, will endeavor to find
suitable halls and apply to thia office
for necessary authority to rent same.
By command of the Governor.
v
A. S. BROOKES,
Acting Adjutant General.
Official.
Circular Letter to County Superin3.

Kiefer, Okla., Dec. 1. One man was
killed and two probably fatally wounded in a street fight, with revolvers here
today.

Melvin

Ooley

is dead.

The

fatally wounded are Deputy Marshal
Gooch and T homas Boxley, a carpenter. Boxley was a bystander. The
shooting grew out of the killing a
month ago of Homer Ooley, a gambler,
by Marshal H. P. Highnot. When Melvin Ooley, Homer's brother, met Highnot and Gooch on the street today, the
quarrel started. Finally, Ooley drew
a revolver, shot Gooch and as Gooch
dropped, Ooley struck him on the head
with the rifle stock. Highnot had by
this time drawn his revolver and began firing. Ooley returned the fire. In
the exchange of shots Ooley was kill- ed and Boxley was shot in the head.
Excitement ran high following the affray and for a time a general battle between the friends of Ooley and the authorities was threatened.

Snead's

husband

summer.

in

1. Painless
suranaesthesia without after ef-

gery,
fects is the discovery which Dr.
dean of the medical board of
the University of Bucharest, who
here yesterday on the Kron
Cecllie. has come to America
vto demonstrate.
Jon-nesc-

ar-riv-

,

Prln-zessi-

n

disappeared

last

BANK DIRECTORS MUST
ATTEND MEETINGS.

New York, Dec. 1. The opening
bids for the heavyweight championship fight between Jeffries and Johnson, scheduled for noon today, was deferred until a later hour at the request
of Eddie Graney. of San Francisco,
who protested that it is unfair to set
the time for opening the bids seven
hours ahead of the time named in the
articles of agreement.
A large crowd of sporting men gathered at the Hoboken hotel where bids
are to be opened, and when none ot
the principals appeared at noon, there
were reports of secret conferences being held to settle the place of battle.
Graney is said to be prepared to offer
a purse of sixty thousand dollars, but
d( clined to make any statement.
The
fight undoubtedly will be held in California.
Graney representing the Tuxedo
club, San Francisco, made three bids.
One offered eighty per cent gross receipts with a guarantee of seventy-d- o
thousand, the management to
have the sole ownership of thi movAnother was seventy
ing pictures.
thcusand guarantee and an offer of
of the
twenty thousand for one-thir- d
moving pictures, a third
ninety
per cent of the gross receipts. John
Gleason and James Coffroth of San
Francisco made a joint offer of one
hundred and twenty-fivthousand
for the fight on July 4th, either the
Colima Athletic Club or Ocean View,
reserving full rights of picture proceeds. Gleason also offered seventy-fiv- e
thousand and two thirds of pic
ture proceeds.
Liberal offers by
Hugh D. Macintosh of Australia, were
not considered because no check accompanied the offer. Tex Rickard,
ot Ely, Nevada',- - offered .a cash purse
of one hundred and one thousand,
tworthirds of the picture proceeds
and a bonus of fifteen thousand cash
and a check for five thcusand for a
fight on July 4th, either in Utah or
California. Tom McCarey of Los Angeles, offered a purse of one hundred
and ten thousand and fifty per cent
of picture proceeds, or receipts of the
entire house with fifty per cent ol
the picture proceeds.
Hours.
Postponed Twenty-Fou- r
New York, Dec. 1. Bids for the
championship fight between Jeffries
and Johnson were opened this afternoon at Hoboken and because of the
numerous and large offers made for
the fight it was decided to postpone
the selection of the battle ground twenty-four
hours. The offers for the fight
were the largest ever made for a prize
ring encounter.
s

They

Must Hold Session Every Month
Says the Comptroller ot the

Currency.

Washington, Dec. 1. All the 2,500
national banks in the United States,
which now hold board meetings at irregular and infrequent intervals must
have monthly meetings of their direc
tors, must appoint examining and dis
counting committees and all the loans
and discounts of each bank must be
approved by the directorate board of
the monthly meeting, such approval
to be recorded in permanent forni.
of
This wa3 the pronunciamento
Comptroller of the Currency Murray
today. In order to round out his general plan for the directors to control
the banks under their supervision,
the comptroller has asked all these
banks to forward to the comptroller's
s
office a copy of their
as
amended to make the provisions just

stated.

A number of national banks now
have daily meetings of their directors,
1.365 hold weekly meetings,

about 300
hold
meeting and 2,851
hold monthly meetings, making a total of over 4,500 which hold board
meetings at least monthly, at which
the loans and discounts are approved.
semi-monthl- y

NO RETURN TO

SALOON BY ALABAMA.

e

.

Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 1. United
States Senator Joseph F. Johnston of CITY OFFICIALS CHARGED
Alabama issued the following stateWITH SELLING LIQUOR.
ment on the effect of the defeat of
Denver, Dec. 1. Mayor Charles
the prohibition amendment in Ala- Lawton, Treasurer Patrick Sliney,
bama:
former Mayor Harry Livingstone, and
"The election determined that the fcrmer Treasurer A. Uhland, of the
men of Alabama did not wish to write town of Fort Logan, near the army
into their constitution police meas- post, of that name, in the outskirts
ures, nor surrender rights they haye of Denver, were arrested last night
expressly reserved.
charged with selling liquor to soldiers.
"It does not mean the return of the The charges were brought under an
saloons or any backward step in pub- old territorial law.
lic morals.
all of
The officials and
"It means that Alabama is con- whom have gave bond, assert the arservative and not to be shaken off her rests were a case of persecution and
not 'prosecution.
feet by mere sentimental appeals."

ed excuse

for

upon

said institute or summer school; and
a certificate certifying that the holder is not afflicted with tuberculosis
in a communicable form. This means
that a teacher who'Tnay legally draw
public money for her services as
teacher in the public schools must
hold three certificates. The regular
teacher's license is signed by the su
perintendent of public instruction,
(the permit may be signed by either
the county superintendent or the su
perintendent of public instruction) ;
the institute attendance certificate
must be signed at least by the county
(Continued oa Paga ftighLj

London, Dec. 1. The political crisis
Boston, Mass., Dec. 1. The h ading
Boston surgeons are working on caused by the unprecedented action of
the House of Lords in refusing by a
these ideals for improving m;in:
Enlarge the jaws to make room for vote of 35') to 75 la?t night to consent
the teeth and give the face a chance to the government's budget is developto develop.
ing rapidly. The cabinet had an early
Cut out six feet of the large intes- meeting today to consider the wording
tine, an operation which incidentally of a motion which Premier Asquith
will ask the House of Commons to
may aid digestion.
This motion will constitute a
adopt.
man
toes
a
so
the
that
Straighten
remonstrance
against what the Liberor woman may achieve a graceful and
als contend to have been an invasion
healthful gait.
the peers of the rights of the lower
Dr. Edward IT. Nicholls. one of the by
house. A sreat crowd gathered in the
most famous specialists in the country
vicinity of No. 10 Downing street, the
oi; intestinal operations, summed up official
resider.ee of the premier, where
the idea, saying:
the cabinet, meeting was held, and fin"It is evident that as much as six ally the police were summoned to prefeet of the large intestine may be re- vent any
possible demonstration. Parmoved and the patient recover.
To liament will not be
prorogued until
take out more than six feet is not suc- the middle of January, but the election
cessful in a majority of cases; but the 'campaign will open in earnest on Fritheory has been advanced that a man's day when Davis Lloyd George, chandigestion is better when he has a cellor of the exchequer and Winston
shortened intestine."
who is held chiefly responsi-pl- e
i Churchill,
'
for the budget, and Lord Lans-down- e
Urges Return to Bare Feet.
To take in the two other extremes
and .1. Austen Chamberlain, the
of the body the toes and the teeth
most ardent opponents of the governthere is an equal chance of improve- ment measure will deliver speeches.
ment on nature, according to the ex- In many respects the impending strugperts. Dr. E. H. Bradford, who has gle will be the most interesting in the
lectured before the Harvard Medical parliamentary history of England.
school on the subject of orthopedic Even some of the peers will take the
surgery, declared that the average city stump to explain their action.
man could improve his feet, his manViolation of the Constitution.
ner of walking, and his general health
Ixmdon, Dec. 1. Premier Asquith
by going barefoot & few weeks every announced today in the House of Comsummer as preliminary to getting in mons that tomorrow he would move a
resolution that the action of the House
shape to wear sensible shoes.
But it is in the careful operations of Lords in refusing to pass the budget,
was a breach of the constitution and
on the teeth that the most improvement is to be found, according to men usurption of the rights of the House of
who have made this their life study, Commons. The premier was greeted
since they declare that by the most ad- with loud cheers when he entered tho
vanced methods the shape of a man's house.
face may be changed along with his
health, and, in some cases, his dispo- BIG RAILROAD MERGER
i
IS CONSUMMATED.
sition and psychological attitude.
New York, Dec. 1. It was semiSamuel A. Hopkins, M. D DD. S.,
afternoon
professor of dental theory and pract ice officially announced this
at Tufts college and a memaer of the that the negotiations for the merging
dental hygiene council of Massachu- of the Rock Island and the St. Louis
setts, holds the opinion that the teeth and San Francisco railroads has been
of Americans, and especially of New satisfactorily consummated.
England residents, are not only prone
to be badly distributed in the jaws, but
are liable to early decay.
Pie Eating Destroys Teeth.
Dr. Hopkins ascribes this overcrowd-iuof the teeth to the mixture of races
in America, while he declares that
the decay of teeth in New England is
due to the prevalence of pie eating.
"And how are these unfortunate con- Attacks Him With Pistol As
ditions met today?" he asked. "In regHe Was Out Joy Riding
ulating the teeth we find as a general
thing that it better to expand the jaw
With Affinity.
by springs or plates, for instance. Of
course, after the jaws have been expanded and the teeth regulated there
BATTLE
ENSUES
remains the necessity of constant care
in the sort of food eaten and the cleaning of the teeth."
In Which Mrs. B. Coleman Has
i

t
'

UN

g

PLANNING

A

ZELAYA

IS

EDITION.

Mexican
Contemplates New
Okmulgee, Okla., Dec. 1 When
Year's Issue to Be Devoted to
Mrs. B. Coleman, young and pretty,
Local Business Interests.
her husband of infidelity
For a year or more, the New Mexi- suspected
she hired a saddle horse,
yesterday,
can has been urged to publish a spea revolver in her belt and start- cial edition devoted to the interests stuck
ed icking for him. She met him on
cf Santa Fe as the capital of the
Main street "joy riding" with anoth-- j
The opportune time has now
er woman. When Coleman refused to
arrived for such an edition for by
of his automobile his wife
New Year the statehood fight will be get out
the bullet, striking him in
fire,
opened
on and an interesting contest to have
the spine. Another man and woman
act
provide for the capital were in the machine and these, re-- !
enabling
remaining at Santa Fe until 1935 at inforced by the police, returned Mrs.
least. It is some years since which iCo'enian's fire. More than
twenty
an illustrated edition of the New
shots were fired. In the excitement
Mexican has been issued and there
the chauffeur tried to escape in his
ought to be no difficulty now to put
was so badly scared
out a paper In which every business automobile, but
on the curb and it
ran
it
that
he
up
man or property owner is representoverturned.
ed in some way. The services of
Mrs. Coleman
In the meantime,
Brain Boru Dunne,, the sen of a for- had dismounted
and when the mamer well known local resident, Judge
chine overturned it struck her anil
Dunne, have been secured for the broke two of her ribs. This enabled
purpose of getting up this edition. He
to capture her and she
is a veteran newspaperman, from the the police
is now in the jail hospital.
Her husBaltimore Sun and other important
band is not expected to live.
eastern papers, and is well qualified
for the task. He will call on local
COLONEL WILLIAM J. BRYAN
people and it is up to them to make
IS PEEVISH TO REPORTER.
the edition a credit to the Capital
Galveston,
Tex., Dec. 1. William
edition
An
of
extra
at
least
City.
arrived here this
Bryan
Jennings
copies is contemplated.
No money is to be collected
in ad- morning as the guest of Co). W. L.
,
vance on the edition and therefore Moody.
The Nebraskan declines to discuss
those who subscribe and advertise
take no risk of not receiving value the incident with the reporter at San
Antonia yesterday when Mr. Bryan rereceived before payment.
sented a query as to his prospective
Masonic Lodge Installed at Carrizo- candidacy a fourth time for the presizo Carrizozo Lodge No. 41, A. F. & A. dency.
He speaks Thursday night here on
,M., has been installed at Carrizozo,
tariff. He will hunt ducks in the
the
Grand
Lincoln county,
by Deputy
meantime.
Master Goldenburg of Tucumcari. .
New
;.:

1

j
j

Were Charges Against

Are Fugitives Join the

Suicide.

Rebels.

Sacramento, Calif., Dec. 1. Gus
Sartin, wanted in Arkansas for murder and in Texas for robbery, hanged
himself in the city prison here today. The Texas and Arkansas authorities clashed yesterday over the
question which should take charge of
the prisoner. Sheriff Rich of Grayson county, Texas, and Chief of Police Despain of Sherman, Texas, the
latter as agent of Arkansas, are both
on their way here to claim Sartin
who is also known as Frank Valley.

Bluefields, Nicaragua, Dec. 1. The
Norwegian steamer Stavangeren has
arrived here from New York with
arms and ammunition for the insurgents. The latter are now well supplied with machine guns and small
arms and an aggressive campaign will
be begun immediately.
It is reported that President Zelaya has fewer
tlian 5,000 troops.
Many prominent
liberals who are fugitives from Managua- are joining the insurgents.

SHOOTS

Two Ribs Broken by
Automobile.

BIG

STATEHOOD

new-stat-

nUSJKLF

I

New York, Dec.

1.

tendents.
(Excuses and Permits)
CROWDED
Gentlemen It has come to my notice that some county superintendents
are not interpreting the law touching the granting of permits and ex- Thus Ends Dispute of Texas Less Than, Five Thousand
cuses in quite the correct way.
and Arkansas Over His
Men Remain Under
Chapter 43, Laws of 1901, Sections
His Comand
Custody
5, 6, S, Chapter 97, Laws of 1907, provide that a legally qualified teacher
is one who holds a regular teacher's
INSURGENTS RECEIVED ARMS
license or a permit to teach; a certificate of attendance upon the regular institute in New Mexico or an ap
proved summer school or an approv Robbery as Well as Homicide Many Prominent Liberals Who

PAINLESS SURGERY
WITHOUT CHLOROFORM.
Roumanian Physician in United States
to Demonstrate Success of His
Method.

The

mystery
O. Wi
S. Snead, the young Brooklyn woman;
whose body was found in a bath tub
in a vacant house In East Orange, N.
J., ye terday is still unraveled today, although the police have taken
into custody the victim's aged aunt,
her stateMiss Virginia Wardlaw,
ments being considered contradictory.
Clews in the case found in Flatbush,
Brooklyn, early today caused the police to attempt the establishment of
connection between the death of Mrs.
Snead and the socalled "House of
Mystery'' in Flatbush, where Miss
AVardlaw, Mrs. Snead and two strange
A
old women lived until recently.
search of the house today led to the
discovery of blood spots in various
rooms. In the kitchen stove the police found two bundles of human hair
while crushed down in the stove were
four human bones, partly burned, and
the skull of a child two years old.
The cellar will be dug up. Mrs.

rt

:

Dec.

surrounding the death of Mrs.

10,-00-
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Turkeys, Chickens,
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F.
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Cranberries,

F
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Established 1856.
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a
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DECEMBER

EDNE&DAY,

1,

1909,

Incorporated 1903

Masses;
Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers,
Beans,

Feas,

Turnips,

Green Beans,

Beets,

fax

Radish, Onions,

Cauliflower, Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,

BEIN' SICK.
Wuz you ever sick a little?
Just cnoii'-sl- i to scare yer ma
El Lest, perhaps von might set. sicker- Jui-'- t
enough to make yer pa
Come home early in the evenin'
Hringin' things fer you to eat
Apples and bananas, maybe,
Or anything that's sweet?

and all kinds of Nuts.

Bannanas,

have. Gee! when I been skatin'
All day Ions, an' catch a cold,

register tickets
1 TTA
with allcash purchases.

An' come home at night
Then they all ferget to scold.
Grandma, she runs after blankets,
If she's quicker' n Sister Nell,
An-- '
Now
iliey say: "Oh, deal
Bobby's
Coin' to have another spell."

Winter 6rocery Co.
V

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

SEE FDR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

CALL.

Ap

Diamonds , Watches, Clocks

j

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

ritorial insane asylum at Las Vegas
from Albuquerque, was yesterday tak-- j
en to Mexico by his brother.

Found Guilty of Stealing a Horse
Facundo Ortiz was found guilty at Lai
Vegas yesterday of stealing a horse belonging to Mrs. F. M. Jones out of the
Kroenig pasture, fifteen miles from
Las Vegas.
Break Up Gambling at Prescott
In the successful effort to break up
Su- gambling at Prescott, Arizona,
of
Smith
Yavapai
pervisor Barney
of
county, and Councilman Belcher
Prescott were convicted,
j
Santa Fe Man Takes Wife at Las
city
Vegas J. O. Denton of this
sneaked off to Las Vegas on Monday
was
and in the evening
married,
there to Miss Edythe Eldredge of
Douglas, Arizona, by Justice of the
Peace Murray.
Gallup Wants Municipal Ownership District Attorney Ruiz for the
town of Gallup yesterday filed suit in
the district court to annul the franchise of the Gallup Electric Light
Company, the intention being to'clear
the way for the town to try the ex-- j
periment of municipal ownership.
Blamed it on Whisky John Lister
was arrested at Las Vegas for raising
a disturbance.
Lister explained that
he had been drinking whisky for a
bad cold but that somehow the whisky got the better of him. Lister paid
his fine like a man. Jose Armijo was
arrested on a similar complaint and
also paid his fine.
Wedding Announced The wedding
of Miss Elsie Carruth, daughter of
J. A. Carruth of this city, is anat Berkeley,
nounced
California,
where she resides. It took place at
San Francisco on November 26, the
happy bridegroom being Fred William Roeding. The bride had been
private secretary to the president of
the University of California. I
Prominent Business Man Arrested
for Perjury W. G. Ogle, a well known
real estate man of Las Vegas, was arrested yesterday on the charge of per- j

&

FURRIER

E?ery Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
General
436 Canon Road
Merchandise
Phone Black 19 FRANK F GORMLEY
N. M.
SANTA
FE,

.

WHOLESALE
Af D .RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Coal.

Stesm Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

fSS
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

2? a!z21

Telephone 85

85

TRY OUR

Broil Mia lea
Also Good iot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
"Wholesale and
Flour, Hay,

Retail Dealers in

LEO HERSCM

DIAMONDS

How's This?

Ja

Qm

YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Prices
Rlcht Goods
Right Servioo

i

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

MCYICAM Pll ICDFP

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by
Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Ot
uire

3 SETS OF CUTICURA

BY

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

about thrw ypars
"My trouble beg.-i0 with little black swellinps scattered
over my face and neck.
They would
disappear but they would leave little
I, lack scars that would itch at times so
couldn't keep from scratching them.
Larger swellings would appear in tho
Ever have a spell? It's jolly;
tame place and they were so painful I
could hardly bear it and my clothes
Just lie still while some one reads
would stick to the orfs. The first
To you about kings an' giants,
doctor I went to said the disease was
scrofula, but the trouble only got worse
Minotaurs an' chargin' steeds,
and spread. By this time it was all over
Or, if you get, cross an' ugly,
mv arms and the upper part of my
You can yell, an' fight an' kick,
body in big swellings as large as a dollar.
It. was so painful that I could not bear
An' they don't say nothin' to you
to lie on my back at night. The second
Gee! it's jolly hem' sick.
doctor pronounced my disease inflamSelected.
mation of the lymphatic glands. He
Flopped the swellings, but when they
break the places would not heal.
Died of Scarlet
Fever The five would
H
tried everything that he could but
year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Apolonio to no effect. He said 1 might be cured
Sena at Las Vegas, died yesterday of but it would take a long time. I bought
a set of the Cuticura Remedies and used
scarlet fever.
to directions and in less
them
Celebrated Silver Wedding
Mr. tlum aaccording
week some of the places were
nearlv well. I continued with the Cuti- of Rov
and Mrs. Jacob Floersheim
nmo
cura nernemcs uuui i imi
last week celebrated their silver
pets, and now 1 am sound and well.
The disease lasted three years from the
ding anniversary.
cured.
Schools Reopen The public schools time it commenced until I was
Before Christmas something broke out
a" Las Vegas have reopened, after hav-- I on mv seven
year old brother's hands
ing been closed several weeks on ae- - in the form of large sores. I tried everyno effect
thing I could think of but to
count of scarlet fever.
to think of Cuticura
until I
Given Stiff Sentence Isidoro Pina, and one happened
application cured him. Also,
was given tbirly years in the peni- - not long ago, my sister got a bad burn
her ankle. J have been using Cutitentiary by Judge Edward Kent at on
on that and it gave her scarcely
cura
Phoenix, Arizona, for criminal assault any trouble. O. L. Wilson, Puryear,
on his step daughter,
Tenn.. Feb. 8, 190S."
Warm baths with Cuticura Soap, genPatient Dies at Insane Asylum
Cuticura Ointment
Santos Gurule, a patient at the New tle anointings with
and mild doses of Cuticura Pills, afford
Mexico Hospital for the Insane, ad-- ; immediate relief and point to a speedy
milted from Valencia county ten years cure of torturing, disfiguring humors
of the skin, scalp and blood of infants,
ago, died Monday afternoon,
children and adults, when all else fails.
Insane Man Taken to Mexico
Cutlptira Snap (2!c.) to Cleanse the Skin. Cuticura
(.r.()e.) to Ileal the Skin and Cutirura
Juan Contreras, a patient at the ter- Ointment
in the form ot chocolate Coated
Resolvent

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

WE HAVE THEM

MADE SOUND AND WELL

We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

0.

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
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S. Spitz

Your Eoy Will Need a Good School Suit

I

Casi

WeG IVu

Which had Spread Over Face, Body
and Arms
Swellings were as
When they
Dollar
a
as
Large
Not
Heal
would
Sores
Broke,
Suffered 3 Years.

BROS. COMPANY.
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Ifyou wantlla good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
FOR

P O Box 219.

HOUSE

i
9

CITY.

every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.

7. W'e guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with

the understanding that the stove b
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good, flue.

Phone
No 14

H

WW

1

--

1!

v

phone

HARDWARE CO.

Nol4

St. Michael's College

14 DAYS
.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

dbVeihId

FRESH EGGS

one-thir-

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee

'Rait

50c.

No

IN THE

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

PAZO OINTMKNT is guaranteed to cure
any case of Itchinst, Blind lilepdiriK or
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re-

&

36

d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

y,

CEEAM

Phone

1.

jury, for which he had been indicted
by the territorial grand jury. Ogle, it
is claimed, some time ago swore that
he was a resident of Mora county
where he has-- a homestead and in order
to avoid paying poll tax in San Miguel
county. Yet, he suffered lapse of
memory that at the spring term of
court he served on the San Miguel
county territorial grand jury.
Surprise Party for Judge Parker
"Taking Judge F. W. Parker and Mrs.
Parker by surprise, a number of the
friends of the Parkers drove out to
the Parker home at Las Cruces and
The
took possession of the place.
party was planned without Mrs. Parker knowing anything of it and the result was a complete surprise. Among
those who planned the surprise and
participated in it were: Mr. and Mrs.
D. F. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. SHat-tleMr. and Mrs. C. A. Sattley, Mr.
and Mrs. C. D. Thompson, Mr. and
Mrs. Mark B. Thompson, Johnnie May,
Frank French, W. W. Beanland, and
Gus Warren. Among the out of town
guests were: Mr. and Mrs. T. M. "Win-gC. N. Bassett, and Judge A. B,
Fall of El Paso." El Paso Herald.

funded.

HALF CENTURY

UUR GUARANTfcE

(50c). (or
Sold
per vial ol 60) to Purify the Blond.
Potter Drug & (. hem. Corp.,
throughout the world Mass
Bole Props., Boston.
W Mailed Free. Cuticura Book oo Skin Disease.

TO

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

i

Pills, 2Sc

PILES CURED JN 6

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

christian brothers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

MILK

COMMERCIAL LITERARY

flnHFW

140 Red

Telephone
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

Ask lour Wife

Send for Prospectus

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

About a Home

Fvrv

woman living in
J atedhouse
property longs to
of her own.
into
get
There are hundreds of things
Bhe would like to do to make licr
own home more confortable,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every woman Is a money saver,
and she will help y ou wonderfully
to pay for a home.

Rent Money

1

Undertaker and Embalmer
J.D. MULLIGAN

Will Do
We will sell you a 'very desirable hon, eon payments, which
rent money will make
jour
fion't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
LET US EXPLAIN OUR
OONTRAOT FOR CHEAP MONEY.
GEO. M. KINSELL
294

FIINFRALS
RED

.

PICTURE

Given Careful
Personal Attention

188

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

Se'

RED

SATISFACTORILY

130
DONE.

San Francisco St.

unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh, patent and pure
the medicine is not going to produce the results expected, Let us fill your prescriptions
IS

THE QUALITY!

and satisfaction
class of drugs

i

assured you. FACILITY and KNOWLEDGE with the right kind and
invite all your prescription business.
is

THERE'S SAFETY. TOO,
IN TRADING HERE

ZOO

PHARMACY

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

NEEDFUL KNOWLEDGE.

i

Disease.

The symptoms of kidney trouble are
so unmistakable that they leave no

i

ex-

Sick kidneys

crete a thick, cloudy, offensive urine, Activities of Department of
full of sediment, irregular of passage
Agriculture Are Quite
or attended by a sensation of scaldVaried
ing. The back aches constantly, headaches and dizzy spells may occur
and the victim is often weighed down
by a feeling of langour and fatigue. WEATHER BUREAU AND FORESTS
Neglect these warnings and there is
danger of dropsy. Bright's disease;
or diabetes. Any one of these symp- Enforcement of Pure Food Law
toms is warning enough to begin
Results in Many
treating thy kidneys at once.
proves fatal.
You can use no better remedy than
Doan's Kidney Pills. Here's Santa
The following is the annual report of
Fe proof:
of Agriculture Wilson:
Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe Secretary
Hyman
X.
"I
Agricultural Production in 1909.
M.,
says:
Street, Santa Fe,
can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills,
Most prosperous of all years is the
a? they have been used by myself place to which 1909 is entitled in
and other members of m yfamily with agriculture, declares the Secretary of
.
The value of Doan's Agriculture in his Thirteenth Annual
splendid results-.Kidney Pills for relieving pain in Report, made public today. The value
the back and other kidney difficu- of farm products is so incomprehenlties has been thoroughly proven to sibly large that it has become merely
me. I take pleasure in making the a row of figures. For this year it is
:merit of this remedy known to other $$.700.1100.000, a gain of $S(!9,000.000
kidney sufferers."
over 190$. The value of the products
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 has nearly doubled in ten years. The
cents.
Buffalo, report says. "Eleven years of agriCo.,
New York, sole agents for the United culture, beginning with a production
States.
of $4,417,000,000 and ending with $$,- Remember the name Doan's and 760,000,000!
A sum of $70,000,000,000
take no other.
for the period! It has paid off mortit
gages, it has established banks,
has
it
has
made
better
wed
homes,
and
helped
de
visit
Engraved cards
ding invitations a specialty at the to make the farmer a citizen of the
lSTew
Mexican Printing office.
Any world, and it has provided him with
one sanding in need of such will do means for improving the soil and
well to call at this office and examine making it more productive."
of 1909. The
Production
Farm
samples, style of work and prices.
most striking fact in the world's agriculture is the value of the corn crop
Ornamental Doers
for 1909, which is about $1,720,000,000.
It nearly equals the value of the clothing and personal adornments of
people, according to the census of 1900. The gold and silver coin
and bullion of the United States are
not of greater value. It has grown
up from the soil and out of the air in
Delay-ofte-

Post.er-Milbur-

n

n

a day for one
crop, nearly enough for two Dread-naught- s
daily for peace or war. This
crop exceeds in value the average of
the crops of the five preceding years
by 36 per cent.
Cotton is now the second crop iu
value, and this year's cotton crop is
are made to perfection from our easily the most valuable one to the
produced. With
"Lumber) because the wood is farmer that has been13.7
cents on the
at
cotton
lint
and
selling
perfect in every particular
1 and with cotton seed
November
farm
of
from
free
every imperfection
for about $23 per ton, the lint
'knots, cracks and warpings. selling
of this crop are worth about
seed
and
Every foot of it is thoroughly $S50,000,000 to the .farmer. No cotseasoned, dried and shrunk, so ton crop since 1S73 has been sold by
it can be absolutely relied upon farmers for as high a price per pound
by carpenters and builders, and as this one.
Third in value is wheat, worth
rtects hereabouts particularly about $725,000,000 at the farm, "and
mention our Lumber in their this largely exceeds all previous
The November farm price
values.
specifications.
was almost an even dollar a bushel,
a price which has not been equaled
120 days

ft

ISM.

J

crop in

ii

$15,000,000

Pl3

Charles W. Dudrow
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Proorietor.

Tao.

Wells Fargo k Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

re-so-

All Parts of the World.

"no-fence-

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

Agri-unifor-

high-price-

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

ihHEh.

This is the third wheat the many shops for labor, horses, rent j X2BS
t
punt of size, with 725,000,000 and other things, that are in
New Mexico Military Institute
of "hat would be sufficient for the
bushels.
The hay crop is valued at $065,000,-imii)- ; nne shop, must go into the retails
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
oats at $ ioo.ooo.huo; potatoes at prices of the meat sold.
Th
Wet Point of tht Southwett."
-- rv,customers choose
Furihermore.
and tobacco at nearly
$212,O0o,OiMi;
1C it
Armv Officers Detailed by War Department.
$100,000,000.
Bn and cane sugar the lusher priced cuts of meats.
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
and molasses and sirup, from farm Steaks and roast are the preferences,
"A."
and factory, will reach the total of ".nd these must have names that are;
Through Academic course, preparing young
about $9..,iMti, (mmi. The barley crop is regarded as respectable. Consequent
men for college or for business life. Great
t
1
4
worth $S!j,000.li0fi, flaxseed $:;6,0'!0,000, ly, one:fif!li of the carcass is bought j M
i
at
amount of open air work. liealiblets location
and 1.000,000,000 pounds of rice
the highest price porterhouse
of any Military School in the Union. Located
steaks at prices as high as 25 and 30
cents a pound, sirloin at 20 to 25 cents j
o the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
Comparisons With Former Years.
lie production of all c reals com- and rib roasts at 20 cents.
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3.700
an
bined is 4,711.000.000
Prices and Supply of Meats The j
bushels,
feet above sea level, swihine everv day, but
amount considerably greater than ascending prices of meat
suggest in- .Ittle rain or snow during session.
.
.
.
that, for any other year except 190C. quiry as to whether the prices 01
h a
I
i
Eleven Officers and Instructurs, a!! g radii
It exceeds the average of the preced- the farmer's beef cattle and hogs;
ate from siardard eastern colleges. Ten
ing five years by 6.5 per cent. The have increased at the farm in ihe
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
value of all cereals in 199 has never same degree that meat has to the ecu-- !
and modern In all respects.
been equaled in a previous year. It sinner.
For the purpose of making
RBOENTS-- E.
A. Cahoon, President; W
is almost exactly $3,000,000,000, or 34 comparisons, the mean price level of;
G, Hatniltod. Vice President; J. Phelps White
r
a period of comparatively
per cent above the
average.
1
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Compared with the average of the low prices, is adopted as a base line
A Pllyan
all principal represented by 100, and for each aniprevious five years,
crops are greater in quantity this mal and commodity this price level is
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
year except cotton,
flaxseed, hops, computed.
address.
and cane sugar; but without exception
No Gain in Unfed Beef Cattle The
COL. IA. W. WILLSON,
every crop is worth more to the farmer has failed to receive a share
uaerlnUndcnl
fanner than the five year average.
of higher beef prices with regard to
This is the year of highest,
the raw material. The price level of
,for potatoes, tobacco, beet
steers at the farm being
sugar, all sugar, and rice; next to the regarded as 100 for
the
highest production for corn, oats, and price of such steers rose to 135.9 in
with 1908, 1900, declined to S5.5 in 1905, and rose
all cereals. Compared
gains in value are found all along the to loo.S in 1909. all for the date of
line, the exceptions
being barley. January 1 and for prices at the farm,
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In th
buckwheat, rye, and milk. The in-- ! ' substantially before corn feeding had
is
crease for cotton, lint and seed,
ivtf.rt in f h. midst if the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waieri
begun.
.
$107,000,000; j
$208,000,000;
wheat,
miles west has been thoroughly tested by tb
B
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Prices Due to Corn Prices
miraculous cures attested to In th
,
;
corn, $ HP.j,eu",iiMU
nay, fju,uuu,iiuu
price of corn in 1909 at the farm or laos, ana any mnea nana 01
Paralysis. Rheu
ollowing dJsea3e3:
oats, $22,000,000; tobacco, $1$,000,000; .
u, -- in.u compa. eu mi Bar- - matism,
from
b
j
miles
iepien.eu
t
d
Malaria,
Neuralgia,
Bright'!
potatoes. $15,000.0(10.
100 tor the
nce level of
on
DeQver and R(0 Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
The increase in the value of farm emu itit: jji i e
liic uirni. iianvtr nuTi 3 Grande Railroad, :rom which
point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
products this year over 1908, $S69, at the Chicago Stock Yards iu the
Com-Th000.000. is enough
to buy a new same year is 139.9 which is much daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female
waters
is
of
these
and
bath
etc.
Board,
temperture
ov-plaints,
lodging
j above the
for the
equipment of farm machinery for
er 0.000,000 farms. The value of the! price of the animal at the farm and from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Stage meete Denver
cereal crops to the farmer would pay much below the price of corn at the carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet Climate per month.
for all of the machinery, tools, and farm. The inference is that the farm- - very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
Is now a commod- - upon request.
This resort is attracimplements of the entire manufactur-- j (r gets some return for the high year round. There
louc hotel Ior
of
seasons
at
tive
all
convenience
and is open all
all
The
value
of
to
corn
crops
his
steers
he
feeds
that
iog industry.
,irlc.ed
and tourists. People auffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
make a half iout not a return equal to 60 cents invalids
,),.iiu,uov,uiMj,
...
.
..
.
I
J mCr can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
payment on the value of all steam bushel for his corn, which is the " um
are
not
diseases,
omtagious
to
valuation
accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., th
the
railroads, according
price for the last two years. As for
of 1904.
the unfed steer it does not partici- - ' cese walera contain
grains same day. For further particular
of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
.
in
movement
the
rehis
oti
concludes
Wilson
pate
upward
Secretary
j
in
lolits
farm
value.
1909
as
prices
view of the production of
lows: "The agricultural production
The wholesale prices of fresh beef
of 1909 must, add much to the pros-- ' carcasses have increased in about the
Coanty NJH
Oji CilianU.
perity of farmers. The record is same degree that the prices of steers
unexampled in wealth production and have at the stock yards, and the retells of abundance in quantity. Year tail prices of fresh beef have kept
by year the farmer is better prepared pace with the wholesale prices,
to provide the capital and make the
The increasin pJ.,ces oE fresh beef
expenditures needed to improve his thf,..efoTe. are rill(, ,n increasing nrices
agriculture and to educate his child-- , of animals at the stock yards, and
ren for farm life and work."
I
this is explained by the abnormal cir- M eat Prices.
icumstances to which the raising of
n
Retail Meat Prices Secretary Wil beef animals has been subject, in
has just finished a unique investi- - cent years.
Abnormal
Beef
gation made for the purpose of this
Supplies There
TO
report relating to the increase of has been a breaking up of range herds
wholesale prices of beef when sold consequent upon the enforcement of
"
at retail. Through employes of the the
law by the National
Bureau of Animal Industry inquiries Government and by encroachments of
were made in 50 cities large, medi- - the settlers upon the ranges, made
um, and small in all parts of the possible by the practice of "dry farm- Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
country. A schedule was prepared to ing." Not all of the cattle have gone
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
record the actual experiences of re- directly
from the ranges to the
cartailers in huying and selling a
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
slaughterhouses; a great portion of
cass or half carcass of beef, and them has gone to farms for maturing
among the facts ascertained were the and finishing, largely upon corn. This Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
weight and wholesale cost of a cer- - extra demand on the corn crop is reand all Foreign Countries.
tain piece of beef, usually a half car- - fleeted in corn prices, which are now
REMITTANCES SENT BY
cass. Then followed the weight and higher than they have been since Hie
a
which
cut
for
retail price of every
records of the Department of
price was charged by the re- - culture began, in 18GC, except for
tail dealer. Thus it became possible 1881.
and
not only to compare
Half a dozen years of this abnormal
cuts, but also to compute movement of beef cattle from ranges
accurately the total retail price per to the great markets began to tell
pound and consumers' cost of the beef upon the supply in 1908, when the
for which the wholesale price liveries fell off in marked degree and
per pound and cost of the entire the decrease continued in 1909
piece had been reported.
Hog Situation More Fair to Farm-- '
Consumer Pays 38 Per Cent Above ers The farmer's situation with reWholesale For the 50 cities the total gard to hogs is more fair to the farmretail cost charged to customers er than the cattle situation is, but
above the wholesale cost paid by the still it is apparent that during the
retailers is 38 per cent. In 5 cities last three years the price of corn has
the rate of increase is 20 per cent or been too high for the price of hogs.
under; in 10 cities, 21 to 30 per cent; The relative ppice of hogs on the
in 12 cities, 31 to 40 per cent; in 12 farm January 1, 1909, was 147.3 as
cities, 41 to 50 per cent; and in 11 ccmpared with 100 for the mean price
in
of
in
of
and the average cost
cities, over 50 per cent.
The average retail price exceeded of all hogs slaughtered at principal
the average wholesale price by 31.4 markets in the year before was 148.1
per cent in the North Atlantic States; or about the same as the farm price.
RIGHT.
by 38 per cent in the South Atlantic; The price of dressed
hogs of 160
by 38 per cent in the North Central; pounds in New York in 1908 stands at
39.4 per cent in the Western; and 145.7, and the carcasses of market
Boa Caspar Avenue
the highest increase was found in the pigs at Chicago at 148.4, which is
Central States, 54 per cent.
the
number representing
(proximately
A gross profit of 20 per cent was the relative retail price of fresh pork,
found in New York City and in Phila-- j
In the case of hogs, therefore, the
delphia, 28 per cent in Buffalo, N. Y., farmer has fully participated in the
36 per cent in Boston, Mass., 17 per rising prices, whereas in the case of
cent in Baltimore, Md., 42 per cent the farmer's cattle and unfed animals
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything In Our Line
in Washington, D. C, 46 per cent in are barely as valuable as they were
Chicago, 111., 25 per cent in Cincinna-- ' 9 to 14 years ago, and had not the
ti, Ohio, 23 per cent in Omaha, Neb., price of corn ascended to a high fig-2per cent in Kansas City, Mo., 27 ure, perhaps he would not have shared
and 35 per cent in Minneapolis and in the higher beef prices
St. Pstul, Minn., 40 per cent in MilwauHigh Cured Meat Prices Not Found
kee, Wis., and Detroit, Mich., 39 per in Cost of Animals The foregoing
cent in St. Louis, Mo., 64 per cent in conclusions are for fresh meat. The
Mobile, Ala., 39 per cent in San prices of cured and prepared meats
Francisco, 24 per cent in Seattle, and have increased in much greater deBlankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
37 per cent in Denver, Colo.
gree than the prices of othermeat
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
The lower the grade of beef the have increased, both for beef and
greater the percentage of gross profit. pork. These cured meats include ba527 San Franc iseo St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
In Boston, for illustration, the rate con, pickled beef, pickled pork, and
of gross profit is nearly twice as lard.
great for beef costing 8 cents at Farmers' Share in Increasing Prices.
wholesale as for beef costing 11 and
Farm Products Have Increased Most
lilWM'UtB'MMftHiag
11
cents. Low priced beef is mark- - in Price There has been a tendency
ed up nearly twice as much relative- - of the animals and crops of the farm
oeei. m uuiur . lo- increase in vaiue per unit at tne
iy as ingii-p- i iceo.
words, perhaps It Is a safe inference farm at a faster rate than all conr
that the poor people pay nearly twice modifies have increased at wholesale.
as much profit as the well-to-d- o
Within the whclesala trade, also,
peo
of the finest
farm products exceed all other classple pay..
Features of Retail Business The es of commodities in relative increase
retailers' delivery service is costly, of prices since 1896, and food is
and the retail business is ceeded only by farm products and by
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
overdone.
of lumber and building materials. The
The multiplicatidn
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
small shops is a burden to consumers only large exception to the leading
and no source of riches to the small place taken by farm products in rise
shopkeepers. When twenty or more of prices is unfed beef cattle, the
small shops divide the retail business farm price of which has barely begun
.
within an area that could be served!
of
on
by the large shop, the expenses
(Continued
Pag Six.)
.since

Santa Fe People Should Learn to
Detect the Approach of Kidney

ground for doubt.
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low-price- d

de-pie-

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

2

school whose aim is to prepare young men aDd women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
II College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical

Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, conrses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
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LAUNDRY Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
of the TJ. S'. Indian Industrial School
in this city left today for Washing'Bi C, where he was summoned
Best
Work) ton,
to a conference of the older heads in
new
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday the Indianandservice to formulate
inaugurate certain re-- j
policies
Returns Thursday and Friday. forms that are being discussed. Mr.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop Crandall will be gone two weeks and
while in Washington will be a guest
P. O. BROWN,
Phone No 23 at the Ebbitt
House.
Red
Judge John R. McFie who is home
Agent.
after three weeks of absence in San
Juan county, speaks in glowifig
and
words of the attractiveness
D. M. HOOVER & SON prosperity of San Juan county. He
says that 250 car loads of apples alone
Builders and Contractors
were shipped by the San Juan valPLANS & ESTIMATES
ley this fall. New settlers of a very
desirable nature are coming in steadFamished on short notice
ily. Water for irrigation is plenty, alCEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY falfa fields and orchards look ine. For

For

TIME IS

Laundry

MINK
fcr

w I III W

IF YOU WANT TO GET
M- F- WHAT YOU WANT
Illlllla
WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO.

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

TeTm57-

-

p e ei a X m a s & a r g a i n s I n

i
'

fh P

YOllTltf
ll

gu.y,'j..'

y.

ii

333

sco.

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs. Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

lUUllfc

Go-cart-

s

Gift

etc.

drawn work, Handsome jewel

Young Lady
FOr
U1

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

For the

SPACE

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets,' Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the
Youngsters

MflTI

combs, Beautiful bed room slip-

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handker-- 1
cbiefs, Military brush sets, Book- racks in 0ak or bras' Shaving
Set8, Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

For

Mother Long Camonas, Hand made work

FOP

FflthPl1

i ui

i amci

THE LEADING

baskets, Silverware, Cut glass.
rancy china, table linen etc.
piPes. Cigar humidores, Felt slip- perS) A Victor or Edi80n Phono
graph will amuse the whole family

A THOUSAND

OTHER VALUABLE AND
INTERESTING THINGS TO SELECT FROM

"

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
THE RACKET STORE.

The Original

KELLOGQ'is

'

Toasted Rice Flakes
'

AND

Toas'ed

Rice Biscuit

j

Used and

Indorsed by the

Battle Creek

Bice

Sanitarium
If You want the latest thing in

more widly
used and feeds
is

more people than any
other cereal. It is the
most easily digestible
and the most highly ni
tritious of all cereals.

Try a Package.

1

.

splendid array cf servicible things to

For the Baby

THIS

TTxLdrtsaEra etna. Exsa."balaa.era

;

a

Car-ruth-

BARRANCA TO TAOS
MeetsBoth North South
Bounds Trains.

r

is home
from a business trip to Denver which
proved very enjoyable. He found a
marked interest in New Mexico arid
great confidence that the commonwealth will have a great future.
J. W. Norment, the president of the
Capital City bank, has returned from
a visit to his old home in Mississippi.
He conies home a bigger booster for
Santa Fe than ever declaring that after all there is no land like New Mex:
ico.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Roedinr; of San
Francisco, Cal., are visiting Mrs. Roed-ing'- s
.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Mr. Roeding is a prominent official of the U. S. reclamation service
and head of the irrigation department
of the United States in California
He is an authority on irrigation and
has charge of all the government irri
gation work in the state.
J. H. Fulmer, Jr., A. B. Graham
and A. G. Graham, of Mishawajuka,
Indiana, who are interested in the!
Parsons Mining Company, owners of
the Hopeful properties at Parsons,
Lincoln county, are expected to arrive in Santa Fe next week, coming
on a business visit and it is under- -

hive

pit from. You can find here many suggestions, a
lew of which are mentioned below.
k

M. A. Otero

To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
I
We will do
for fall wear.
RIGHT
We will charge j

The Goldberg

We

WATCH

X"e, 2T. ai- -

'

Ihis of all seasons make mankind more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf che e rful giviEg is re
cogmzed ia all civiliz2'j lands at Yuletide.
Choose early if you would choose wisely

-

in the above line call on or addrees
Catron.

iie Coming Christmas.

Bis-be-

& COMPANY
WATSON
""
Sa.ia.ta.

C- -

Plione' Hid. ICO

for the Household

Ask! Everytl ling

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

are among today's visitors
stopping at the Claire.
A. Arhaugh, a traveling man from
V.'ichita, was among the arrivals last
night at the Palace.
.1. T. Lindsley, traveling nian from
St. Louis, selling a line of shoes, is
a guest at the Palace.
Representative A. S. Bushkevitz of
Roy, Mora county, has gone east on an
extended business trip.
B. B. Bray, a traveling man from
Hutchinson, Kan., is among the guests
stopping at the Palace.
A. O. Taylor, a Denver
traveling
man, is in town visiting the merchants.
He is quartered at the Palace.
W. C. Schnepple formerly of Santa
Fe, came in today on a visit from
Espanola. making the trip overland.
M. AV. Potsch, a dry goods salesman
from Las Vegas, is calling on the
trade. He is making headquarters at the first time in the history of the
country, court lasted three weeks
the Palace.
toward the end, Judge McFie
Roibal
of
Silviano
Sheriff
Chamita,
Rio Arriba county, came in last night worked clay and night to dispose of
over water
accompanied by his family. They are the eases. Litigation
lights occupied mcst of the time, the
at the Coronado.
criminal business being small.
Judge Frank V. Parker of Las Graces, arrived in Las Vegas this noon to
(Continued on page Eight..
relieve Chief Justice Mills who intends
to go to Washington.
H. H. Stephenson and wife of
Ariz., were arrivals at noon today coming to see the sights. They
are quartered at the Claire.
A. E. Sullivan of Grand
Rapids,
Mich., is a guest at the Palace. He is
i i Santa Fe to meet B. H. Phillips,
-- lumberman on the Ramon Vigil grant,
near Buckman.
Sheriff W. T. Dufur, assisted by his
deputies W. D. Nolan and J. H. Swire,
arrived last night from Aztec, San
Juan county, bringing in three prisoners "for the penitentiary.

O;IlE8C0.
'PHOHE 26.

TIES

Call2at the
1

a Moda Millinery
OF INTEREST TO LADIES

Have'also'jQsIfreceived a full line of
" FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS
"Royal and all kinds of ART EMBROIDERIES and NOVELTIES. : : :
NEW1 GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black

78

Catron Block

PGE

lit, Louis Rock

1,

2cific

Comoanj,

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

SIX.

states that so far as can be observed
at the present time cases of failure
on the farm are due to individual neg-

i

&

1,

1909.

FRATERNAL SOCIETY

MAtONiC.
lect or misjudgment, not fundamental
to the soil itself.
With regard to
Montezuma Lodge No.
abandoned farms
in the Eastern
1. A. F. & A. M.
In a disease so painful as Rheumatism, medicines containing opia'.f States, it is stated that the idea that
and nerve-quietin- g
drugs are often used. Such treatment is dangerous nr the soils have become exhausted is a
communication
to become addicted to t'" mistaken one and the
first Monday of each
only because it frequently causes the sufferer
is
suggestion
are
to
medicines
the
of
this nature
always injurious
systeii
drug habit, but.
month
made that an increasing production
at
Masonli
Rheumatism is a disease of the blood, and its cure depends entirely upon
can
be
Hall
back
at 7:30 p. m.
a
brought
change
through
As long as the blood remaii.
thorough purification of the circulation.
J. A. MASSIB,
saturated with uric acid, an inflammatory condition of tha nerves, muscle in farm management and the infusion
and tendons of the body will exist, and the pains, aches, soreness, and ho of new and active blood in rural comWorthy Master
munities.
ALAN JL McCORD, Secretary.
feverish flesh of Rheumatism will continue. The one safe and sure cure
is S. S. S. It is nature's remedy for this disease, made entire!
Importation of Insect Pests DurMiles From
So 2'
Miles Krom
No 1,
STATIONS.
of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of roots, herbs and barks fro
DAILY
Raton
the year many shipments of nurDAILY
lea Moines
Santa Fe Chapter No. l,
ing
is
S.
S.
in
the
not
S.
that
contain
does
the natural forests.
slighter sery stock from Angers.
ans'thing
conR. A. M.
France,
an
and
Regular cos
It is absolutely
purely vegetable,
way injurious to the system.
moths. This fact
tained brown-taile49
6 SO p, nv free from
N: M. Arr,
t.v. I)h Moines.
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism b
0
vocation
of
00 ft. m.
or
kind.
sedatives
second
any
Monday ol
'
opiates
m46
" Rumaldo.
6 15 p.
Ly.
4
10 12 a. in.
was fortunately discovered and these
the uric acid from the circulation, it makes the blood pure, ric
each month at Masssl
4 55 p. lir
88
" '.led muni
removing
U
10 35 a. m.
M
"
82
4 85 p. mand heaalthy so that instead of depositing sharp, uratic impurities into tl
18
shipments were traced into 35 States
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Id 60 a. m.
4 25 p. Ill'
" Capullu
29
nourishes every portion of the boJ and probably all nests of the moths
io
11 0a a. m
and
it
Vigil
nerves,
bones,
muscles,
joints
65
C. J. C RANDALL, H. P.
8
24
ill'
P.
'!
25
11 20 a, m
Thompson
on
heaithful
Rheumatism
and
medici
Book
with
any
natural,
were iound and destroyed.
18
8 30 P. inproperties.
In view
81
U j a. m.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
" Cunningham
2 55 P. m. advice free to all who write and request it.
.7
43
Ollfton House Jaaotlon "
12 20 p. in.
of the great danger of injurious pests
2 30 p m.
Arr.
12 45 p. in.
Arr,
g
N .vl
SPECIFIC
G'
RATOX
SWIFT
ATLANTA,
CO.,
THE
26
12
ra.
L.V.
p.
being thus brought into this country,
Lv.
I 30 p. m.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
12 05 p. m.
7
Lv.
48
a 50 p. m.
Ollfton House Junction ""
the Secretary recommends a statute
11 40 a. m.
18
i
1
T Rptrnlar rnnclftv
Preston
49
16
$4
p. m,
06
28
U
a' in
Koehler
58
providing for inspection and quaran4 45 p m.
11 15 a. m.
iourth
20
5i3.
J
Monday In eacu
act
54
Koebler
SECRETARY WILSON
4 55 p. in.
tine of all imported nursery stock.
U0 15 a. in.
88
r3SB
"t
Oolfax
88
month at Masonic H&ll
56 50 p. m.
MAKES
REPORT.
9
43
a.
41
in.
Work for Pure Foods and Drugs
77
Oerrososo
8 15 p, m.
9 25 a. in.
.
7:30 p. m.
Ly.
Arr
5 35 p. in.
41
CIMARRON N. M.
81
The Department made a great forward
7 50 a. m.
Arr
Lv.
7 08 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
40
m.
7
a.
From
50
Lv
N.
M.
(Continued
Page
Three.)
Palace.
Nash
movement in enforcing the food and
i. 10 p. m.
7 25 a. m.
58
F.
PERCY
KNIGHT. Recorder.
89
Harlan
7. 23 p. m.
7 00 a. III.
J. T. Lindsley, St. Louis ; J. E. Boyd,
69
drugs act. It now has branch labora94
Ute Park
7. 45 p. m,
level
of
the
above
rise
to
price
A.
O.
St. Louis: A. Arbansh, Wichita;
tories for the examination of samples
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
for beef cattle.
at 21 of the leading commercial cent-'- j
A a. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawton, N. Taylor. Denver; B. B. Bray, HutchinP.
E.
with
Work.
14th
(Connects
of
Features
degree, Ancient and Accepted
H.
Department's
P.
of these being season; D. E. Attwell. Philadelphia;
ers, about one-hal- f
M., 6:15 p. m.
Object-LessoRoads The Office of
Rite of Free Masonry meets
Scottish
A.
E.
Sullivan.
N.
Denver:
Knowlton.
M.,
and
123
of
foods
drugs on the
leaving Dawson,
Connect with E. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train No.
continued the work port cities. Samples
has
Roads
Public
third
Monday of each montk
Grand Ranids.
from foreign countries are
f.tb a. m.
of aiding road improvement by stud-- j imported
at
7:30 o'clock in the evening 1b
M.
Claire.
DeN.
at
taken by agents of the Treasury
Preston,
object-lesso- n
Stage for van Houten, N. M., met train
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
a
"VY. T. Dufur, Aztec;
W. D. Noland. ies, experiments, and
fallows:
C, A. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines
was expended in partment. Inspectors of the Bureau Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corwork.
Over
$16,000
Kate
Mrs.
H.
J.
BOUND.
Swire,
SOUTH
Flora
Vista;
NORTH BOUND
object-lessoroad work on 69 sec- of Chemistry collect samples of domes- dially invited to attend.
H. Bostruck, Coshocton, Ohio; N. J.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:01 a. m.
of road, with a total surface tic products and inspect factories. The
tions
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, :12 p. m.
Strumquest, San Pedro; Julius Meyer, area of 661,992 square yards. The op- number of factories inspected during
Venerable Master.
C.
Estancia; Taos Gonzales and wife, erations covered macadam, gravel, the year was 1,300, and the number of HENRY F. STEPHENS
TracK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with
V
32,
N.
sV
Cimarron
and
111.;
W
P
I.
at
8
E.
Reid
M,
Colfax,
Crane, Albia,
of domestic products taken
burnt-cla- y samples
A 8. at Des Moines,
Chamita;
and
earth, shell, sand-claSecretary.
M. W. Potseh. Las Vegas; J. F. Byrd,
these
of
was
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
10,000
15,000.
Nearly
roads, and treatment with
r the following points In New Mexico: Ocato, Manzano; S. Neustadt, Las Cruces.
were examined in the laboratories,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot
oils.
B. P. O. E.
Coronado.
flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Corrosion of Iron and Steel The and about 2.000 were forwarded to the
No. 460, B. P. O. B..
Santa
In
Fe
Mexico:
New
Is
Lodge
Arroyo
.1.
for
.Tames
N.
M.,
P.
following points
depot
Xevin, Denver;
lit Park,
of the Office of Public Department for reexemination. Of the holds its
session on the secLobo,
Elizabethtown,
regular
C. Wilburn. High River, Cana- investigations
more
eeco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
than
8,000
Roads have led manufacturers to imported products
and
ond
fourth
of each
Taos
and
River
Red
d
Twining.
Wednesdays
.1.
M.
City,
Tao,
da;
Quests, Ranches
Hartley, George Fitzgerald, adopt new methods of treatment samples were taken; 2,500 of these
month. Visiting brothers are invite
L.
Justiniano
J.
Bueknian:
Castillo,
reexamination.
to
W. A. GORMAN,
Washington for
J. van HOUTEN;
which have proved very efficacious. sent
P. J, DEDMAN,
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
Castillo, Socorro; Silviano Roihal and
Educating the Manufacturers The
of Scientists The ConSalaries
VPass
Gen
flen
and
Wgr
Ores,
Agent family, Chamita; D. Camert, Chicago;
Exalted Ruler.
comSuperintendent
gressional limitation of salaries of willingness of manufacturers to
J. D. SENA, Secretary.
RATON. N. JW
RATON, N, M. J. O'Connor. Antonito.
RATON, N M.
scientists to $3,500 per annum has re- ply with the law and to cooperate with
Modern.
sulted in the loss of many valuable the Department has made its work
Knghts of Pythias.
A. C. Drew, Philadelphia: A. Frank, investigators to the Department. It largely educational.
A great valume
Fe
Santa
Lodge No. 2, Knights or
be
is recommended that the limitation
Espanola.
of inquiries has come to the Departfixed at $4,000, that these workers ment and many .perplexing questions Pythias. Regular meeting 1st anu 3d
in month at S o'clock in I.
HOT AFTER MEN
may be retained in the service of the have been raised. To grapple with Tuesdays
O.
O.
F.
San Francisco St. Visithall,
WHO POISONED DOG. Government.
these questions the Department has a
invited to attend.
ing
Knights
Board of Food and Drug Inspection
Working Force of the Department
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
Veteran Guide and Bear Hunter Loses The total number of officials
and which not only investigates all these
K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
IOHN
Hi?
Valued
Hounds
of
Three
employes of the Department is 11,140 difficult questions but holds public
at $3,000.
a net ir. Urease of 720 during the year. hearings at which all persons who
Notice for Publication.
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 1. Tom B.
Meat Inspection The Bureau of may be interested can appear and
Hopper, veteran guide and hear slay- Animal Industry accomplishes much, make statements. When decisions are Homestead Entry (Serial 0388S) No.
8087.
er of Spokane, who has killed more not only for the livestock industry
they are printed and sent out
big game in California, Washington, but for the health of the people, es- for the guidance of all whoce interests Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Oregon, Idaho, Montana and British pecially through meat inspection and are affected. When cases are heard in
Columbia during the last 35 years work for a purer milk.
November 20, 1909.
the courts the Department prints
than any ten men in the country, has
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio
The inspection of meat was con- notices of the judgment rendered and
hit the trail to punish the miscreants ducted at 876 establishments located sends these out for the instruction and Lobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county,
N. M., who, on September 19, 1904,
.responsible for the poisoning of three in 210 cities and towns, an increase guidance of manufacturers.
of his hounds, valued at $3,000. Two of S9 establishments and 29 cities and
made Homestead Entry (Serial 03888)
Enforcing the Pure Food Law-W- hile No.
other clogs of the pack ate the pois- - j towns. There were
SW.
Sec. 28.
S0S7, for SE.
at and
TO THE EAST & NORTH
inspected
the manufacturers and jobbers
oned food, but Hopper succeeded in after
& NW.
NW.
IE.
XE.
of
53,671,367
animals,
slaughter
lives. Hopper was with of which
j saving their
Now in effect Via
7,325,337 were cattle, 2,046,- Ply with the Department's rulings,
a party of eastern sportsmen on a
1O.S02,-90E., N. M. P. Meridian,
'hear hunting expedition in the vicin--j 713 calves,and35,427,321 hogs, Of these the Department has endeavored to act of
intention to make final five year
69,193
goats.
sheep,
CENTRAL
HEW MEXICO
ity of Valley, Wash., where the ani-- ' 141,085 carcasses and 899,628 parts without harshness, some flagrant viola- proof, to establish claim to the land
tions
of
law
was
occurred
3
have
the
and
were
killed. Th
mals
party
above described, before the Register
of carcasses were condemned. Tuber-- 1
driving along the county road when culosis seems to have been the prin- - prosecution of the violators has been or Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
The
went
Solicitor
the lantern
out and Hopper
Department.
& S.
E.
In ad- vigorous.
cipal cause of condemnation.
Fe, X. M., on the 12th day of January,
stopped at a farm house for oil. dition there were condemned for san- has prepared and reported to the Atto- 1910.
party-calleone
rney-General
the
494
afterward
of
for prosecution
Shortly
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. N, BROWN
itary reasons on reinspection more
For foil particulars,
attention to the dogs, hut be- tha
cases, and of those tried but 2 were
A.-- K.
P. & S, W.
meat
P.
of
11,000,000
pounds
prod
Todosio Lobato, Adelaido Marquez,
:j,
Address
fore aid reached them three of the ucts.
Kl Paso Texas.
lost. Convictions and fines aggregatJuan Baca, Benjamin Baca, all of
animals died. Hopper has posted a
over $2,000 were secured in 85
New Mexico.
Foot and Mouth Disease The out- ing
counof
and
has
enlisted
$500
98
reward
cases decrees of con- Lebya,
cases; and in
causand
foot
mouth
disease
of
break
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ty officials and officers of the Humane ed a considerable reduction in the demnation and forfeiture were issued
Register.
in
search.
the
Society
many tons of food and drugs.
exportation of cattle and sheep. Ex- covering
As
a
of
result
these
operations,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
port inspections numbered 397,925, inand adulterated products are Pecos Forest Reserve.
SANTA FE MAN ENTERS THE
cluding reinspections of 227,255 aniFIELD OF THE PLAYRIGHT, mals for
Not Coal Land.
export from the United rapidly disappearing from interstate
An article in the Holton Recorder, States. During the year 473 inspec- commerce.
No. 03943.
Great Improvement in Imported Proof Holton, Kan., of recent date con- tions of vessels carrying live stock
Department of the Interior,
ducts By careful inspection of foods
were made.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
tains the following:
and rugs imported from foreign coundisout
November 23, 1909.
In
C.
and
foot
mouth
"Our former townsman, T.
stamping
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio
now of Santa Fe, X. M., has ease 3,636 animals were slaughtered, tries, and a vigorous enforcement of
in the Martinez y Lujan, of
Lamy, N. M..
written the words for a comic operetta the value of which was $90,033.18. The the law, marked improvement
seof
has
the
been
character
imports
who, on Nov. 15, 1904, made Homeentitled "El Capitan," and Prof. O. amount, expended for the eradication
stead entry Serial No. 03943, No. 8151
M. Schoebel has composed the music of the disease was kept within the cured, and very few fraudulent or
articles are now offered for for the northeast quarter, (NE
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
The work will be given for the bene- special appropriation of $300,000.
section 18, township 14 N., range 11
entry.
Extermination of Cattle Ticks
fit of the poor of the city early in
The Referee Board The use of pre- E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
in
has
made
Continued
Bishbeen
McConnell
Mrs.
Ruth
progress
January.
servatives which may be injurious to of intention to make final five year
op, the daughter of the librettist, will the extermination of ticks that
proof, to establish claim to the land
attend to the details of the costuming spread the infection of Texas fever health is one of the largest and most above
the
described, before Register and
under
questions
perplexing
arising
in
South.
cattle
the
During
etc., as she is familiar with the cus- among
deReceiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
toms of the people among whom the the year an area of 13,544 square food and drugs act. In order to
miles was released from quarantine termine the effect of preservatives on Fe, N. M., on the 30th day(. of Decemscene is laid."
a board of eminent scientific ber, 1909.
McConnell, the author of the oper- because of its having been freed from health,
Claimant names as witnesses:
men
was
was
area
This
in
ticks.
the
appointed, and these are
Via
etta is a deputy in the office of InterIsidro
Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia,
in
nal Revenue Collector H. P. Bardshar. of Virginia, Xorth Carolina, TenneS' testing the various preservatives
Luis Martinez, Agustin Gonzales, all
Call
with
human
sub
actual
and
see,
Oklahoma,
Arkansas,
experiments
He has fjained considerable reputation
The benefits to be derived jects. So far only one experiment has of Lamy, New Mexico.
as writer, contributing to magaziens fornia.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
f!
this
from
work are shown in the fact been completed, that with sodium ben
DENVER
and newspapers.
This, however, is
Register.
a difference
is
there
that
zoate.
The decision which has been
ranging
his first venture in the line of dra from
$2.25 to $5 a head between the published declares this preservative to
matic work. Critics have pronounced
BIDS CALLED FOR.
cattle he noninjurious, and it may be used
paid for
"El Capitan" to be a most creditable prices
Sealed proposals will be received
all
in
to
effect
Still
and for cattle of similar grades from without violation of law, provided the
piece of work and predict that when the tick-freeareas. Taking $3 a
used appears on the labels separately by the Board of County
Commissioners of Santa Fe county,
produced it will meet with great suc- head as a conservative average, there percentage
points.
to
attached
the packages.
cess. McConnell obtained his material is an annual loss of over
Santa Fe, N. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec.
$3,000,000
The
Law Owing to better
'
Xew
for
Mexico.
in
the
writing
play,
10th, 1909, for (7) seven fire proof
of
make
from
to
southern
cattle shipped
For farther Information
inquiry
observance of the law governing trans- vault doors. Also
His daughter, Mrs. Ruth McConnell northern markets, not
court house furniinto ac-taking
of live stock in cars, only 208 ture.
P. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
Bishop, will in all probability see that count losses from lighter weight and portation
and schedules
Specifications
cases of violation were reported dur- will be furnished the
bidthe operetta is put on in Santa Fe in poor condition of the
d
prospective
or less than
SANTA FE. N. M.
the ders by I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi-testthe near future.
animals or the difference in prices of ing the year,
in the year previous. Only 5
All bids to be addressed to
animals marketed in the South, which number
cent
of the cases resulted adverse- Geo. W. Armijo, Probate Clerk, Santa
per
losses can be entirely overcome by
ly to the Government. Fines of $73,-49- 0 Fe, N. M. The board reserves the
the ultimate success of this work.
were collected and cost of $11,-53- right to reject any or all bids.
Publications Issued The publicaI. SPARKS,
Through the vigorous work of its
tion work exceeded that of any pre1 have found a tried and tested cure for
Chairman
Board
of
County
differ1,200
year,
ceding
comprising
Not
will
the
that
a
Btraighten
remedy
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bony ent publications,
(Continued on Page Seven.)
a total
containing
is
back
flesh
to
a?ain. That impossible.
growths
But I can now surely kill the pains and pangs of of 42,263 printed pages, and a total
this deplorable disease.
number of copies of 17,190,345, of
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
In Germany with a Chemist 4n the City of
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving Darmstadt I found the last ingredient with which 7,755,000 were Farmers' BulleService Established Jan. 10, 1906.
made tins.
over 30 house between ftwhich Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy was
The recommendation Is made
perfected, dependable prescription. Without
Agents for the Buick, Pop Toledo, Passengers
route!
over
I
treated
these
other
many, that, the quotas of Senators, ' Reprethat last ingredient. successfully
any
points
and Kissel Automobiles.
of Rheumatism ; but now. at last, It uniof modern Cars Id many cases
Full
of this heretofore sentatives, and Delegates not drawn
formly cures all curable case.? sand-likShortest route between Roswell and serviceequipment
e
dreaded
much
disease. Those
comfort
to
granular at a fixed date revert to the Departpassen
securing
tbe Pecos Valley to El Paso and
wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood, seem todissolve
use in making up new'quotas
and
Chauf
Courteous
gers.
expert
of
this
action
and
under
the
pass away
remedy as ment, for
Santa Fe and all points in the Es- feurs in
of every car. SeaU freely as does sugar when added to pure water and for miscellaneous distribution.
charge
MexAnd
wastes
when dissolved, these poisonous
tancia Valley and western New
reserver on Auto by applying to freelythen,
Surveying the Soils Soils of forty-fiv- e
pass from the system, and the cause of
ico.
There is now no
is gone forever.
different areas in twenty differAgent of El Paso & Southwestern Rheumatism
need no actual excuse to suffer longer withAutomobiles leave Roswell dally at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros real
out help. We sell, and in confidence recommend ent, States were mapped during the
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
year, at a cost of about $145,000, InEl Paso and all points on Rock Island
50 lbs.
cluding field and office expenses, the
Baggage allowance
As;
area mapped aggregating 100,616
Hallway.
amount of baggage can be carried
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
square miles. Since the beginning of
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the year 1899, 257,694 square 'miles
have been surveyed and mapped. With
reference to soil fertility the report
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SECRETARY WILSON
spavins:, under high pressure, in a
MAKES REPORT. downward direction, with a combination spray of a diluted tobacco extract
and distillate oil emulsion.
(Continued From Page Six.)
Hessian Fly A threatened outbreak
law officer the Department is exercis- in Kansas in 1909 was practically
ing a powerful influence for the ob- avoided owing to a campaign of late
servance of the several laws in the en- sowing, resulting in a saving of $500,-00forcement of which it is specially in-
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ei Well
If you are sick, you msli to get well, don't you?
Of course 'ou do. You wisli to be rid of the pain and
misery, and be happy again.
If your illness is caused by female trouble, you
can quickly get the right remedy to get well. It's
Cardui. This great medicine, for women, has relieved or cured thousands of ladies, suffering like
you from some female trouble.
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KOK SALE At a bargain: fancy
i
Fumigation for Citrus Pests
:'" and animunit Inn. Call evenings
Forest
The
Our National Forests
fornia Before the next season closes
!
5 (Vrrillo.- - street.
Service manages a great producing
practically all fumigating in southern
1.
liirliiinuliatii.
While
Ala..
property; all told the proclaimed j California will be working under the
; lia
WANTKD-tv:preventatives
eay's (!,-- linn landslide was an appaboundaries of the National Forests standard system devised by the De';.!!
it. either lo-.- i
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it is not
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rent
repudiation
prnhihiiion.
of
acres
now include nearly 195,000,000
n. Address
partment, and it seems probable that
iveling
reaanh-hcie as iilady that i'lf state ca; or
l;:nd. Of the three principal resources after a general adoption of the system
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to
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that
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timof the forests, water, forage and
a single treatment every second year
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befoic thi' ailoption of the
ber, the timber is for the time being will accomplish the same results as an
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law.
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1
the least developed. Vigilant protec- annual treatment, thus giving an anin good coi liMon.
It will be
boiler
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will
that
t"du's
sa!;
opinion
tion is now given the forests and this nual saving of from 30 to 50 per cent
fr
of at ver. low i t if". Apply
M
13
a
dispose!
of
modification
tin:
iiltimaitly
will mean the steady improvement of of the present cost.
?
Com- I'm sent drastic laws ii doc-- not la it.-- -' to the New Mexican Printing
water conditions in the West. Not
Tt
Disease-Bearinhas been
pany.
Insects
Jaiilv mean tiieir i a!.
only the users of water throughout the discovered that
are
mosquitoes
many
benturn
derive
in
a
West, hut all who
sewer-bred- ,
and that malaria-bearinNotice for Publication.
efit from the prosperity of these users
will breed
I
39
in
summers
J
dry
Small
mosquitoes
Holding Claim No. 1235.
share in the distribution of profits.
In the sewer traps, making it extremeSerial o 2051. Not Coal Land.
The forage yield of the forests ly
MONEY AND METALS.
important that all sewer taps be
Department of the Interior.
which sufficed for nearly 7,700,000 treated with kerosene.
1.
United States Land Office,
Dec.
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York.
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suffered
seven
Fannie
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for
quirt
$l.:;7;
Ark.,
Ellis,
Foster,
agony
sheep, 1,500,000 cattle, 90,000 horses.
Gidsv Moth The gipsy moth has
Santa. Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1!K'9.
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Read
She
Cardui.
more
about
was
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letter
sick
writes:
was
for
utilized
"I
and 150,000 cows,
by
years.
been held wihin the bounds establishis hereby given that the fol-- i
Nolico
March
$12.75'?
and
P!.!";
spot
than 2 1,000 individuals and concerns, ed a year ag0 except in the State of
seven years with female trouble. Every month I would very nearly
owing-ii:miO51
claimant has filed notice
besides furnishing free grazing for Xew Hampshire, where a number of
die with my head and back. I took 12 bottles of Cardui and was
of
to make final proof in
his
intention
AND
LARD
RIBS.
GRAIN, PORK,
milch cows and work horses of settlers, locilitles have been discovered to the
of his claim under sections
God-sen- d
support
cured.
to
is
Cardui
women."
a
it.
timsuffering
1.
Try
Wheat May HI
Chicago, 111., Dec.
prospectors and travelers. The
nortn o the 0id infested region. Under
and 17 of tli" act of March 3. 1S91.
lor,
her cut. of last year was small because
A rn
July 97
TvnTTn
r?mrtTTie
regulation nut into effect July 1, 1901,
120 Stat.. S'.li. as amended by the act
.. I
hI
v
n.
i
r
Mill.
CO
In
f.
CI
conditions.
o
Corn May
of general business
July
by the ranr0ads operating within the
'"'
rL ..."
'of February 21, ls93, (27 Stat., 470),
Oats May 42; July 40.
making sales of national forests tim- icfested territory, shippers of lumber, V
'
Vj.
at d that, said proof will lie made
ITff'ffyff
ft
&ii--&t"
Pork Jan. $21.:!7
her not revenue but the best interests cord wood fence posts, railroad ties,
May $20.55.
Register or Receiver, V. S. Land
of the consumer furnish the guidin; and other forest products are required
- - Ii rd Doc. $12.90; Jan. $12.30.
Office. Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
Ribs Jan. $11.2o
The administration and to present a certificate of inspection South have bcen develowd and
Jan. $10.(17
principles.
comber 22, 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
the ricultural colleges were established in
protection of the national forests cost before the raiiroads accept the ship- - Lvon bean is being grown in Florida Hawaii and Porto Rico. Additional ag- WOOL MARKET.
of Cenillos, X. M.. for the small hold
last year less than $3,000,000, with an ments xhe danger of sp,.ead
,n
St. Louis, Doc. 1. Wool unchanged ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
J8
were
ricultural
founded.
than
schools
oyin
0(llctlve
high
additional $500,000 spent on improve- - thig way be minimized.
thp velyet bean The Yol.ohama bean iii four states, and five states provided territory ind western mediums 24 (?i S K. N. M. P. M.
ments. The cost of national forest ad-- ,
Mexican cotton Boll Weevil-- The
u ,he earliest vet found niatarnR Jn l'or teaching agriculture in general - ; fine mediums 2K25; fine 12120. He names the following witnesses to
ministration and protection was less jnsect enemies of the boll weevil have about on(j hundred davg and ,s very
LIVESTOCK.
prove his actual continuous adverse
nigh schools. Hoys and girls agncu
than 2 cents per acre for all purposes, come t0 be of great jmp0rtance, and in proiiflc.
tural clubg now have a membership of j Kansas City, Dec.
possession of said tract for twenty
Cattle
one case 77 per cent of tlie boll weevils
lnciuuiiig iiupiuveuicuis.
literature to pupils even more ceipts 10.000," including 1.000 south-freel- y years next preceding the survey of the
Grain Investigations The total proWork of the Weather Bureau An in a field in Louisana were being
in the future than in the past, erns. Market
duction of durum wheat for, 1909 will
steady to shade lower. township, viz:
of the practical value of the stroyed by their insect enemies, and
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Farmers'
and
Institutes
Native
50
$ I.SOCu S.50;
steers
be
million
not
Agricultural
southern
than
less
probably
service of the Weather Bureau is at various points in Texas 21 to 4S per bushels. The
southern cows Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega. N.
of this type of 150,000. The Department proposes to j steers $:!.50? 7.50;
spread
f
cent were killed in the same way. The wheat has been so
found in its advance warnings-ogreat that the care College Extension Regular farmers' $2.50r?( ;',.S0; native cows, heifers $2.50 M.
storms, like the Key West hurricane extent of control secured in this way necessary to maintain the highest institute meeting numbere 4,920, with (?5.75: stockers feeders $3,2045.20;
Any person who desires to protest
half-daof October 11, 1909. From the first i3 greater than that hy any artifical standard of
atthe allowance of said proof, or
and
a
ii
bulls
sessions
15,210
total
calves
$3.75
$2.S01t4.25:
against
not
7.50;
been
given.
duality has
definite location of this storm over means. It has been found possible to
made with barley and tendance of 2,190,508. State appropria- western steers $3.80(?i 5.50; western who knows of any substantial reason
was
Progress
the south central Caribbean Sea on make certain changes in the planting rice by the
under the laws and regulation of the
improvement of varieties, tions for institutes were $338,000. cows $2.S0(?4.50.
October 6, until it proceeded to the and cultivating systems that will the introduction of new
There were eight normal institutes for
Hogs
Receipts 12,000. Market Interior Department why such proof
the
varieties,
southern extremity of Florida and greatly facilitate the work of the
of institute teachers. 5 lower. Bulk sales
$7,954 s.1 5; should not be alowed will be given an
improvement of cultural methods, etc. the training
into the ocean on the 11th and axrai enemies of the weevil.
states held institutes es- heavy $S.154 S.25; packers butchers opportunity at the
Greater interest was shown in all Twenty-on- e
12th of October, the Bureau gave outj Sugar Content of Sweet Corn
to
the wi phases of corn work than hi any pre- pecially for women. Fourteen states $SlicS.20; light $7.601 S.10; pigs $0.50 time and place
ran railroad specials in collection with (&7.50.
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
daily advices regarding its intensity studies of sweet corn have shown that vious year.
and direction in every stage of its if makes little difference whether the
Receipts 6,000. Market evidence in rebuttal of that submit- Sheep
farmers' institutes, the expense being
Sugar Beets and Their
progress, with the result that protect- COrn is grown in a northern of a south-iv- e
often borne by the railroads. Movable strong. Muttons $1,5045.50; lambs! ted bv claimant.
Encouragement is being given to the schools of
measures following the receipt of ern latitude, so far as the sugar con- MANUEL R. OTERO,
agriculture registered 2,500 $5,7547.50; range wethers and year
and improvement of sugar-ewes $3,254
$4476.75; range
the warnings reduced the loss both of tent is concerned, although the north- - .production
lings
students.
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toeet seed- ew areas are being tested
5.25.
may have
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At
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the
ex-a
'
Rampart
view to
irom year to year, witn
Two new river districts were estab- - greater tenderness and a longer
Chicago, Dec. 1. Cattle Receipts
Notice for Publication.
Station, within the Arctic Circle, every 29,000. Market
the industry.
tending
one at Bismarck, N, Dak., and son.
steady. Beeves $3.85
Small Holding Claim No. 1S95.
'
of
its
grain
variety
ripened
spring
Fruit Marketing,
Texas steers $3,704 4.75:
9.15;
Transportation
the other at Wichita, Kan., for the, Effect of Soil and Climate on Chemi-purpos- e
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
lemon crop, and winter rye and wheat sur- western steers $47.40; stockers and Department of the Interior,
of forecasting flood stages.
ca Composition of Wheat Soil and and Storage The California
vived
where
the
winter
covered
by
feeders $3,104. 5.1 5; cows heifers $2.10
crop amounted to 6,500 carloads in snow.
Scientific investigations have been climate have a very important
United States Land Office.
Barley and oats can be success- 15.05; calves $6.25478.50;
The American lemon is superat the Mount Weather Re- - ence u'p0n the chemical composition of 1908-9- .
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
in
Yukon
Tanana
and
the
grown
fully
Hogs
Receipts 35.000. Market. 5
Notice is hereby given that the folsearch Observatory, and additional wheat. Seed of the Crimean variety ior in grade and equal in quality to valleys. At the Kodiak Island
station, to ten lower.
$7,7048.20; lowing named claimant has filed noLight
knowledge of conditions in the upper 0f. wheat grown in Kansas contained ih? European fruit. Lemons mav be Calloway cattle wintered well under
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of kites and captive balloons. The ob- - seed was sown in California it yielded the United States if handled without,
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heavy $S.108.40; pigs $6,6547.70; sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Experiments
of
table
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servations are resulting in knowledge a crop w;th only 11 per cent, of protein, bruising. The shipment
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Scheme" Since the passage of the imports are about 1,500 carloads. In- - obstacles
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$3 Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Finances The appro- - pood aIld Drugs Act the "prescription vestigations are being made with a bfi removed. Heavy yields of Sea Is- - srong. Native $2.75(?5; western naDepartment
$5.40(?(
6.S0;
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land
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of
he made before Register or Receiver
have
excellent
quality
priation for the Department of Agri- scheme" has arisen. Under this plan view to lengthening the marketing sea- been
tive $5. 2517. 75; western $5.257.05. U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
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of
obtained.
About
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the
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and
state
marketing
widening
experiment oE selling proprietary medicines, a preculture and for the
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
stations for the last fiscal year was scription is sent through the mails. The The work on the Florida orange shows cotton were planted during the year.
of Cenillos, N. M., for tne small holdIS
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TO
of
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Yellowing
are
is
in
pineapple
the
transit
that
losses
plants
wellOf this sum $3,000,000
largely
$1G,OG3,106.
prescription will contain several
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of
to
excess
COLISEUM.
found
due
ing claim No. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
the
a permanent annual appropriation for known medicinal agents, but also a clue to rough handling in preparing the
15 N., R. 8 E., of the in. M. P. M.
in
soil.
are
the
There
An
manganese
to
for
fruit
the
went
extensive
meat inspection, $1,248,000
shipment.
study
coined named of some unknown proHe names the following witnesses
Hanow
acres
trees
in
of rubber
1,500
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 1. Prelimin- to
agricultural experiment stations, and duct. To fill the prescription the re-- has been made of the effect of cooling
prove his actual continuous adverse
new
of
and
the
the
waii,
of
a
to
profitableness
temperature
ary plans are being made to have
$400,000 was for printing and building. cjpient must purchase the a?ent sold perishable fruits
of said tract for twenty
possession
either the city of Spokane, the Spo
The Bureau of Statistics Substan- - under the coined name. Analyses of about 40 degrees F. before shipment, industry seems assured.
next preceding the survey of the
years
Porto Rico Station
Studies of kane Chamber of Commerce or private
tial progress has been made by the these nroducts have shown that they Cold storage facilitates not being genviz.:
and "sick" soils have been capital erect a coliseum 325 by 350 township,
Bureau of Statistics in strengthening ' u?unlly consist of the cheapest and erally available at shipping points, a "worn-out- "
Martin
Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Baca,
its organization, perfecting is methods, commonest of ingredients, though ad- - refrigerating plant has been construct- made. Cane seedlings have been in- feet, to house the third National Apple Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of Cieneextending its operations, and conduct- vertised as panaceas for various dis- - ed in a movable car built to meet this troduced, and also the coffees of Ara- - j Show, the fourth International Dry ga, X. M.
eases. Such remedies are plainly r.eed. The losses in transit can thus bia and Java. Imported breeds of live Farming Congress Exposition, the Spoing special investigations.
Any person who desires to protest
California's Ground Squirrel These fraudulent, since they have no cura- - be reduced and the marketing area ex- - stock are being brought in,
kane Interstate Fair Exhibits in 1910 against the allowance of said proof,
destructive rodents take an annual tive properties for the diseases for tended, tne carrying capacity or a car
Guam Station A site for an agricul- - and provide a permanent convention or who knows of any substantial rea.increased by loading the packages tural station on the island of Guam hall for Spokane. This would give 100, son under the laws and regulations ot
toll from the farmer of $10,000,000. which they are recommended.
Headache Remedies An investiga- - closer together, andthere may be a wag cbosen and worit begun. A num 000 square feet of floor space, exclu- the interior department why such
Recently it has been discovered that
in California they are infected with tion of the effects of acetanilid, anti- - saving ot ice in the car. Railroad lines ber of varieties of grains, fruits, and sive of offices, sufficient to take care proof should not be allowed will be
d
and distribute the germs of plague, ipyrin, and phenacetin, drugs common- - and fruit growers' organizations are foraae Diants were introduced.
Ex- - of any gathering or indoor exposition
given an opportunity at the
e
thus making this animal a serious y used in headache remedies of the constructing plants where train loads perjments looking toward the reclama- - J L- - Dumas of Dayton, president of
time and place to
menace.
I'nresent day. showed that the indis- - of fruit can be quickly cooled after tjon of .avanna iands have besnin.
the Washington State Horticultural
the witnesses of said claimOther Animal Pests The prairie criminate use of remedies containing loading.
Association, has discussed the matter ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
with Mayor N. S. Pratt, L. G. Monroe, of that submitted by claimant.
dog is very destructive to alfalfa, these drugs without the advice of a
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
even
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and
other
of
crops,
farm products by coopera
physician frequently produces poison- keting
grain
IRRIGATION PROJECT. secretary of the Chamber of r
Register.
merce; Ren H. Rice, secretary-managetures, especially in large colonies. An jrig a drug habit, or, in some cases, tive organizations having their
of the National Apple Show, Inc.,
formula for posioning prairie death.
quarters at central points of produc-dog- Five Hundred Thousand Acres of Ara-abl- e
Notice for Publication.
has been worked out and is being
and Robert H. Cosgrove, secretary-manage- r
Dry Land Farming Investigations tion has proven feasible. One such
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Spokane, Wash., Dec. 1. Five hun- cided upon at a mass meeting to be
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
During the year it was discovered time and depth of plowing, effect of farmers' profits $150,000 for the year,
acres of arable lands called in
October 27. 1909.
that the lime and sulphur wash used tillage before and after seeding, and
Farm Practice Studies are being dred thousand
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Washington will
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
in work against the San Jose scale is practically all the combinations
of made of the methods and practices
Notice for Publication.
Martinez y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N.
a preventive against attacks by rab-- ' crop sequence and tillage methods for on the most successful farms and the come under irrigation by the completo cost
No. 0267.)
M,. who, on October 11, 1904, made
bits on orchard trees. The remedy'is the conservation of moisture are being ( results used by way of demonstrations tion of a reclamation system,
Entry
(Homestead
from $5,000,000 to $8,000,000, project- of the Interior,
Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No.
.
cneap and a single treatment; in tne Muaied. Durum wneat has become and experiments. The use of legumin
Department
fl
ranehera of the Horse Heaven
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., 8111, for southwest quarter, (SW
fall appears to .protect trees for the firmly established in the middle Great 0us crops in suitable rotations in the
and the Klickitat Power and
country
November 1. 1909. Section 3, Township 14 N., Range It
exwinter.
Plains region and is being rapidly
South has been encouraged and im
Irrigation Company, representatives
is
Notice
Game Preservation and Protection tended into the intermountain dry-lanhereby
given that Laura E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of
savins the seed by of which have agreed upon a contract.
proved methods
Marked progress, has been made section
the use of machinery have been estab- - E D Minean preSident of the Land-lishe- Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, of intention to make final five year
on July 15, 1908, made Home proof, to establish claim to the land
Introduction of New
Seeds and
in various localities.
throughout the country in the pro-owners' Association, who has been who,
tection of game, restocking of covers, plants A seedless nonastringent per-anDemonstration Work Rapid strides at work upon the project for two stead Entry No. 02C7, for SE. 4 of above described .before the Register
and or Receiver, U. S. Lmd Office, at SanNE.
of Sec. 3, and N
SE.
he practice of caring for game in simmon has made promising growth at have been made in this work through- Says that while the contract
of Section 10, Town ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of
NE.
winter. The importation of game birds various places in the South ; also a out the South. It is an effort to help yearS(
is a compromise, the association re- - SW.
dry-lan- d
for liberation in the United 'States large-fruiteChinese date, the farmer to help himself. It reaches ceived many concessions.
The canal shin 10 N. Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri December, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
shows a remarkable increase.
The Chinese .pistache tree is growing and convinces all classes and appar- - is to be completed within seven years dian, has filed notice of intention to
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose
Pear Thrips Investigation in Cali-- well in the Southwest. A very interest-forni- a ently is the only means by which the company agreeing to deliver a make final commutation proof, to es
has demonstrated that from 70 ing discovery of wild wheat grows in rapid and radical changes of methods cubic foot of water per second for tablish claim to the land above de Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of
New Mexico.
to 73 per cent of pear thrips may be eastern Palestine may prove as a long established can be secured. From each 160 acres without any qualifica- - scribed, before Register or Receiver,
MANUEL rl. OTERO,
destroyed by deep plowing and cross stock for breeding strains of wheat one field agent six years ago the num- - tions, also that the water will be U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
of
90
on
4th
to
in
from
97
the
December,
the
to
and
of
day
soils
this ber has increased to 362, and from one measured at the point, of delivery on Mexico,
Register.
the dry, rocky
fall,
plowing
adapted
per cent of the remainder by .proper country. Legumes and grasses for the farm under supervision to more than the land. The notes and mortgages 1909.
The New Mexican Printing ComClaimant names as witnesses:
60,000 farms, including those classed are not negotiable and the selling of
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy. pany has on hand a large supply ot
as cooperating. It has been influen- - the land relieves the signer of all lia- tian in securing a better preparation bility. The landowners are granted Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
of the soil, better varieties of seed, a full crop year after the water is Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and merchants; good everywhere. We
more intensive cultivation, the produc- - turned on, the first, payment to be
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
Register.
tion of foods necessary for the support ma"e one year from tne nrst ot April
of families, teams, and stock, etc.
i&
Agricultural Colleges and Schools-St- ate
agricultural colleges enrolled
CONTAINS NO
more students than in any. preceding
year. The biennial appropriations of
several of them have now reached the
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO III ORE OAT.
DRUGS
half million mark; eight completed expensive buildings druing the year. The
1 1
, Always remember the full name. Look
Tb Oenuin ia hi Om
Cures Coughs, Cclda, Croup,
Grippe, Asthma,
Graduate School of Agriculture had
boxon
A c y A f-lor this signature
25c.
every
its largest attendance. . Two colleges
rfr and Lung: Troubla i. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
established graduate courses. New ag-SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
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at the theater. The public generally two inches of snow fell during the of the examination that it hardly
day which was so light that it was seems wise to open schools with
is invited to attend.
Remember that the rooms at The equnaient to omy .u. oi an iucu uj. teacners noiaing permits since the
Modern are ali steam heated, com-- ' precipitation. The day was partly term is to be broken by the holiday
(Continued From Page Five.)
fortable day and night. We set the cloudy and it snowed from 11:17 a. vacation, by the examination days,
V- - m- The maximum tem" and possibly closed as a result of the
brother-in-lam' t0
Henrv Laumbach, a
best table in the city
low- - failure of the teacher to secure
a
of J. S. Candelario, is here from
Death
of Heal.hseeker William Perature was 31 degrees. The
de-- 1 license in the
IS
was
est
his"
last
examination. Of course
temperature
a
night
business
on
C Martin died at
home at Las
Cuervo, Mora county,
we no not ieei mat any real hardship
i
lue Jeiauve nuiuiunj
visit.
five
Cruces this week. He came west
. .
SSI
.
r..r....
nVIwil.- ..Iwm.I.i
ut . una.1 ;
ctill
...
oronjnw
njr
uum
afteraco
vi ex- vears
mis
from Alabama
for nis
Edward Ehlo returned this
ranwarmer
cent,
and
is
weather
cases
favorable
tremely exceptional
noon to his home at Las Cruces, where health and built himself a beautiful
for tonight and tomorrow, action may be taken upon excuses and
predicted
he is engaged in the real estate busi- home at Las Cruces.
of
Train Report The Denver and Rio upon the requests for issuance
The picture show at the Elks' theness. Mr. and Mrs. Ehle expect to re-- j
this date
m n to Santa Fe to make their home, ater continues to draw large crowds Grande train is reported two hours permit teachers between
1he January examination.
Fol- but nevertheless declare that Las as the show is clean and the house late today and the New Mexico Cen-jallv c li
w nit,
t
ivj
inr
Afuiiniu
u.il
iiuu
on
mat
The
comfortable.
Fe
time.
Santa
are
tral
trains
in
towns
the
Cruces is one of thejjest
'
Insoected Santa Fe Central Col. V. rpnnrtprt as follows: No. 1. thirtv min- there will be no need of issuin per
Mr. Ehle says its growth
southwest.
S
L.
the
Charles
two
Lantry,
jutes late; No. 7, five hours, late; No. mits anywhere in the Territory for
Hopewell,
years
and improvement the past
have been nothing short of marvelous. railroad contractor, and C. C. Murray 9. one hour late; Nos. 4 and 8 from the remainder of the year
Within a few days we shall disReal estate values not only in the o;' Pittsburg, have just returned to Al-- the west on time. Nos. 2 and and 3
tribute
copies of the Christmas proB town, but in the entire Mesilla valley buquerque from an inspection of the arrived at 2:50 this afternoon.
we would ask that the
and
grams
or
Gul:a
The
the
Sale
Mexico
allied
Annual
New
Central
and
propare constantly on the increase and he
county
give their
ansuperintendents
an
Church of the Holy Faith has
cites the instance of a Santa Fe man erties.
teachers
the
of having
advantage
in
De
on
tirst
the
nual
sale
Friday
300
8! who recently bought a tract of
Townships Open to Entry Plats
these programs before them. On inacres for $8,000 and who has refused for the following townships have been ceniber. Friday of this week, the vestigation
we have found that
in
Mr. Ehle filed at the local land office and the third of December, their sale will be some cases the
$24,000 for his purchase.
superMendcounty
of
room
Li
the
while here sold quite a number of lots townships will be open to entry on held in the assembly
ents
the
a!
fi.led
Thanksgiving programs
There will be
5 brary building.
between and after the 18th of January:
addition
in the Sunnyside
in their desk and did not send out the
Las Cruces and Mesilla Park, and is North, R. 10 East: 5 North, R. It Christmas tree, with gifts especially material which the teachers
might
East; 6 North, R. 11 East; 10 North. for the little ones. Fancy articles,
now getting SUtO an acre for it.
have used to advantage.' Proof is
embroidery, aprons, dolls, home made now
It. 7 East.
being read on the special day
ofSelect Pastor Tonight Tonight the candy, bread, cake, etc., will be
manual and copies will be distribwill
coffee
and
Tea
sale.
for
fered
members of the congregation of the
with uted before the holidays, but we
First Presbyterian church will meet at furnish an opportunity for a chat
MINOR CITY TOPICS
have deemed it advisable to send out
is
invitation
A
cordial
friends.
given
the church for the purpose of selecting
the Christmas sheets in advance.
chilwomen
and
to
one
men,
every
a new pastor. Every member of the
Hoping that all county superintenda call.
us
.
at
.
dren
least
to
;
i
give
i
i
1..
S cnurcn is urgeuu.v
iu ue
ents may be able to meet with the
m.
2:30
at
will
The
sale
p.
begin
Denver, Colo., Dec. 1. Fore- teachers at Roswell and asking thfct
present as the matter is of the great
cast for New Mexico: Tonight
est moment.
every one go prepared to participate
FORCE.
POLICE
NEW
MOUNTED
Pi
fair and warmer in north por- Scarlet Fever at Las Vegas "There
enthusiastically in a lively program,
I am,
are a number of cases of scarlet fever
tion; Thursday generally fair.
(Continued From Page One)
Yours very respectfully,
existing at present at Las Vegas and
FOR SALE Household goods. n. a death occurs every few days. In. con
J. E. CLARK,
of schools the certifi
superintendent
J. Failor. 308 College St.
sequence, the Medical Association has cate of attendance upon an approved Territorial Superintendent Public InHot chocolate and other "iot drinks made a public remonstrance to the re- summer school must be signed by the
struction.
served at Fischer Drug Company's. opening of the schools." Las Vegas superintendent of public instruction
Department o Education, Nov. 30,
.
1909.
Open alter the picture show.
Oplic.
the excuse for
upon a
Five Murder Cases Five murder
at New Mexico institute or a summer
Rehearsal
Tonight Tonight
on school must be signed by the county
cases are on the docket of the district 7:iU at the Nusbaum residence
court now in session at Alamogordo. Washington avenue there will Be a superintendent and by the superinFor an evening's entertainment in meeting of the Santa Fe Operatic and tendent of public instruction; the
a warm, comfortable place go to ElUs Dramatic Association and a rehearsal health certificate must be signed by
DO YOU
theater and see the pictures.
of Princess Bonnie will be held. Ev- a reputable physician
to
licensed
Issued Marriage License The pro- ery member is expected to be on practice within the Territory of New
bate clerk today issued a marriage hand. No one excused.
Mexico.
license to Sam Metz and Saddie ElParlor Car for Lamy Branch The
The holder of a permit who has not
liott both of Estancia.
Santa Fe continues to do nice things attended institute may not legally
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, Eye, Ear, Nose for Santa Fe. Agent H. S. Lutz to- draw money for services as teacher
and Throat Specialist, of Las Vegas, day told the New Mexican of the par- in the public schools unless he is a
will be at the Palace hotel Dec. 2nd, lor car that has been put on the run holder of a health certificate and an
between Lamy and Santa Fe and excuse for
"rd and 4th. Hours 1 to 5 p. m.
at institute
A Year Ago Today
Today a year which is said to be a beauty and the signed by the county superintendent
ago there was 8!) per cent of sunshine. acme of comfort. It has a gentle- and by the superintendent of public
The maximum temperature was 36 de- man's smoker at one end.
instruction.
Oratorical Contest The pupils of
grees and the minimum 11.
Since the next examination is to
Dance Tomorrow Night Tomorrow-nigh- t the high school are preparing for the take place January 14th and 15th,
FOR AN
at Library hall there will lie annual contest, the winner of which 1910, I would recommend that no fura dance under the auspices of the wul go to Roswell to take part in the ther permits be issued and that exWoman's Board of Trade. Everybody territorial contest. The entries are cuses for
at county
is invited.
larger this year than ever before and institute be not presented until the
The most delicious
hot drinks one of the features of the program rtime of that examination.
This
seived in most elegant style at Fisch- will be an oration by a Filipino, Inigo means that schools wishing to employ
H. A. HART
er Drug Company's.
a teacher who is not regularly certifiDaza, on Philippine Commerce.
PROPRIETOR.
Fair and Warmer Weather The cated should in most cases wait until
Elks' Memorial Services On next
Sunday evening at 7:30 the Elks will cold moderated today and the skies after the January examination before
hold their annual memorial services were clear once more.
Yesterday opening. It is so close to the time
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Bakery

INTERESTING PRICES

BARS GOOD LAUNDRY SOAP
" PEARL WBITE
"
'
" DIAMOND "C"
Every ona knowns what tha Diamond

9
6
7

25c
25c

...25c

i&ag

"C" is

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
100 lbs for
25c
lbs. for
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb.
15

1;30

20c

-

WANT TO GET

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

M.

THERE

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.
Y

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews,

Phone

Right Now?

No. 4

WORK IS BEST"

Our Specialty Good
W. H.

Kerr A?t Santa Fe

Work and Prompt Service:
Phone

122

PHONE 204

Aut

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY
"OCJR

1

.1

Red

so

m

i

We offer a big SPECIAL SALE for this week only on Ladies & Misses
Coats, Ladies Suits, Ladies Voile Skirts, and Ladies Tailored waists.
All ths articles above mentioned will be sold during this week at wholesale prices.
8

Iv

Ladies Suits

W

Xj

U)

ts.

t

Ladies Coats

ft
.

of the latest Fabrics & Fashion

4

of the latest Fabrics & Fashions
Go

f

$27.50
25-0- 0

22.50

rZrWli

as follows:- -

now
u
u

$22.50

20.00
17.50

"

Go as follows;
ml

"sea

1
Irkagr y " T r feat liSEt tas3l 7:
pnBfCT DRY GO OD S STORE ;
j

ifcLit XrtJili SuXvi? '.ltX

XSfc

Wmw

il.Z Q LV a

iv!&l

s

i

I

$22.50 - now - $17.50
20.00 - "
16.50
12.50 - "
10.50
10.00 - "
7.50
8.50 - "
6.00
6.00 - . "
4.50

5

MISSES COATS AND LADIES
WAISTS 00 AT THE SAME

COME IN BEFORE THE RUSH
AND PICK FIRST

MARGIN
.
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roestv" or CViotto
mm
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AL A O N

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

